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USA For Africa Delivers TheGoods

NEWYORK Ken Kragen and
Marty gol 118A, for. Africa
pi'eswient: and executlve director,
respectively,"aAnamced at a recent
news conference that USA for
Africa‘s first planeload of goods and
services will depart for Africa on
Monday, June 10.

~The principals of the non—profit
foundation and its medical task force
will make the two—week trip to
Ethiopia, Tanzania and Sudan. USA ;
for Africa artists traveling to Africa ®.
will include Harry Belafonte (who is
also one of the foundation‘s vice
presidents) and Marlon Jackson.

The June trip is the first of many
expected USA for Aivlga—sponsoréd‘f
airlifts and/or cargo sh1ments to|
Africa. Its mgr-hose is"fiwo-fbl£4
direct delivery jof emegencyz
materials; and the‘ on—the—scepé
gathering of facts and information
regarding the specific needs of
African nations stricken by drought,
famine and disease. The fact—
gathering aspect of the trip is

considered crucial for USA for
Africa ongoing efforts to effectively
disburse goods and services raised
from the sale of "We Are the World"
and related USA for Africa projects.

USA for Africa has leased a Flying
Tigers Boeing 747 cargo plane for the
trip. The 747 holds up to 240,000
pounds of cargo, and USA for Africa
expects to fill all available space with

a?”Misowea
01act"

...The Staff

...The Studio

...The Sound

such items as food (i.e., high protein
biscuits and vitamins), medicine (i.e.,
intraveneous solutions and— oral
rehydration salts) and shelter (such

* as tents and blankets); a complete
inventory has yet to be finalized. The
cargo is also expected to include a .
large shipment of t—shirts requested
by the Catholic Relief Services. The

cont. page 25
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Interview: Tears For Fears

 

The British group Tears for Fears
is one that‘s been hailed as "deep and

unpretentious." With three previous
Top Five hits in England, the group ,

has earned a strong cult following in
the U.S. with airplay on AOR and
noncommercial stations.

The group‘s modern dance soundis
complemented by musical depth

displayed not only by fine

musicianship, but also by lyrics with
a world—view.

The group‘s new album, Songs

From the Big Chair, is quickly
reaching American audiences, and

COTTON ROW RECORDING

1503 Madison Avenue, Memphis, TN 38104, 901—276—8518

24 TRACK

 

precedes an upcoming U.S. summer
tour. f

The following is an interview with _
Roland Orzabal and Curt Smith of
Tears for Fears.

Your latest LP is called "Songs From
The Big Chair." Howor where did the
idea for the title come from?

Curt: The idea for the title was from
a film called ‘Sybil‘ which is about a
girl with 14 different personalities
and she goes to an analyst who has
this very large chair and when she
regresses back to certain

personalities in her past, she always
wants to sit with her analyst in this

big chair. It‘s a place where she feels
comfortable, not seared of anyone,
not frightened about what the outside

world thinks of her. So this is where
the actual title comes from, it‘s like,
take it or leave it really.

With "Songs From The Big Chqir”

there seems to have been a slight
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changefrom your previous work. The
new album seems to be more robust,

musically more complete and livelier.

What brought about this change?

Roland: It was our produéer. When
we did our first album The Hurting it
was like our life‘s work. It was like
the only thing we really wanted to do.
When it was over, we didn‘t really
know what the next step was, so we
sort of experimented, dilly—dallied
around for a while which resulted in
The Way You Are. Further
experimenting and we came up with
a song called "Mothers Talk" which,
under much duress, ended up the
way it is now! Yes, it was down to the
producer really. M

The opening cut "Shout" has been a
major success in England and
Europe. Tell us a bit about how it
came about.

Roland: Initially, I had about a
month off to come up with songs for
the album and I had a
synthesizer and a drum machine in
my room just in front of a mirror and
basically that‘s where it came from,
one bass synth sound and a drum
rhythm. Ian, our keyboard player,
came down andI played him just the
chorus as that‘s all I had at the time
and it was like a mantra thing which
I thought would go over and over
again without any verse or anything
else and he goes "that‘s great, that‘s
great, that‘ll be a hit all ‘round the
world!" and I said "you‘ve got to be
joking, a good album track at the
most." "Shout" was the most direct of
all of them, quite simply. It‘s a song
which works on two levels; politically
it‘s about protesting, it‘s about
stating the things that quite
evidently are disturbing, for
instance, America‘s nuclear arms
race, etc., etc. and these things need, I
think, attention brought to them and
that‘s what "Shout" is saying.

Is the track "Mothers Talk" an
interpretation of lyrics by Raymond
Briggs from "When The Wind
Blows"?

Roland: That‘s exactly what it is. It
stems from two little ideas. One is
something that English mothers say
to their English children which is if
you are pulling a face, you know like
children sometimes do, they say
"you‘ll stay like that when then wind
changes," that‘s one idea. The other
idea is exactly what you‘re talking
about, "When The Wind Blows,"
which is a cartoon book by Raymond
Briggs which is an anti—nuclear thing

little.

and which is really good. So yes,
that‘s right. For instance, the lyrics
"When the weather starts to burn,
then you‘ll know you‘re in trouble."
Yes, it‘s the closest we‘ll ever get to
anti—nuclear.

Roland, what were your early
influences, what music do you like?

Roland: There‘s people I admire. I‘ve
always admired Paul Simon, David
Essex. I don‘t know really, I never
bought records as a kid. I used to buy
these books with song words in and I
used to sit in front of Top OfThe Pops

cont. p.—7
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by Luann Williams
 

Fire Choir. Chuck Jones says, in so
many words, that he likes the
ambiguity of the name of his newly—

formed group.

"We want to feature our vocals

more, that‘s where the choir part
comes in," he says. Lest anyone think
they aren‘t a heavy metal band,
though, the "fire" was tacked onto the

front.

A new band,a new name, but wait,

don‘t these guys look familiar?

"We‘ve gotten together members
from three of the top heavy metal
bands in the mid—south. Bobby
Franklin (vocals), John Roth and me
(guitars) from Medieval Steel; Jeff

Adams (bass), from Turning Point
and Mark Wilf (drums), from

ire Choir

Tufanuf. Basically, it‘s just a new
rhythm section for Medieval Steel
and we‘re all going to sing."

Jones is surprisingly practical in

his view of the music business. "We‘re
trying to tone down our image a little
from Medieval Steel. The name had
bad connotations, at least from a
radio programmer‘s viewpoint. Our

record {Medieval Steel did an EP last
year) would get lumped in with Black

Sabbath and never get airplay. So we
simply had to change. I‘ve even been
playing acoustic guitar on stage for
some of our songs, if that gives you an

idea."

This turnabout was the brainstorm
of their new manager, Johnny Zazula
(Johnny Z, as they call him) of Crazed
Management in New York. Some of
the bands on his management roster
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—include Raven and Metallica. "He‘s
so enthusiastic about getting us
started, we couldn‘t help but get
excited ourselves," Jones says.

The band flew to New York May23
to begin a six—week demo—recording
session at Pyramid Studios in Ithaca.
At least four of those songs will be
mastered and produced by Carl
Kennedy.

"We want to do a full—length album
and we‘re looking at labels,
Megaforce: or Ireland, maybe some
others, we‘re not too sure yet. After

that maybe a tour. That depends on
who else has an album coming out the
same time ours will. We‘d probably
be opening for a band that is handled
by our talent agency, Premier
Talent.. Some of their clients are
Journey, Scorpions and Van Halen."

Jones says their management —
wants to market the Fire Choir as a
band from the south. The appeal is
that they play heavy metal, not
southern rock. But he says he dreads
getting ribbed about his southern
drawl. 1

He confesses that the band
probably wouldn‘t be going

anywhere were it not for the support
of many people, especially their
attorneys, Jim Zumwalt and Orville
Almond. "They have taught us a lot
about the music business, and that‘s
what a big percentage of it is,

business." 4
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and sing along, so I wasn‘t really a fan
as such with records but I actually
wanted to be on the telly.

Curt: I used to listen to such folk duos
as Blue Oyster Cult and Thin Lizzy,

things like that, that was in our heavy
metal days. Then Roland turned into
a folk duo himself and then we met

again and formed another band
which shall be nameless and that was
more 60‘s simple pop tunes.

How did that previous experience
affect you?

Curt: Well, as you can see, it affected
us quite badly! No, it wasn‘t a very
nice experience for two years but we

learned from it. So when weactually
signed the record deal this time
round and things we were doing
there, we knew what mistakes not to
make because we had.made them all
already So it was a dreadful
experience but we learned a lot from
it.
Tears For Fears the name, where does
it come from?
Roland: Tears For Fears the name
comes from a book by Arthur Janov

_ called "Prisoners Of Pain" and that‘s
a great book and everyone should
read it.

So tell us about your first ever single
"Suffer The Children." How didthat
come about? s f

Roland: "Suffer The Children" was
the first thing we did together under
the name Tears For Fears. We did it
in a studio in Bath with David Lorn
and ‘it was our first encounter with
synthesizers which really put us on
the road to what we‘re doing,
consequently. It was that track and
another track called "Pale Shelter"
which was a demo, that got us the
deal with Phonogram who we‘re w1th
now.>

What are your impressions afler
touring Europe?

Roland: We are far more relaxed
than we are in England. We were
playing smaller places because it
hadn‘t, at that point, sold that well
and the whole thing was far more
relaxed and it was very good fun. We
ended up in Paris, our only gig in _
France and that was excellent, really
good, especially as I speak a little
French and it helps.

You‘re going to tour the U.S.A. for the
first time. What are your thoughts?

Curt: I think it will be interesting. —
You can‘t tell until you‘ve played
there. I mean, I don‘t know what it‘s
going to be Ilke I‘ll tell you in tlve
months time!

Roland: Our only experience of the
States is really from the press. From

— a press point of view where I‘d say we
have probably our best press in the
world in the U.S., because I think
they bother a bit more to find out
exactly what you‘re trying to say or to
find out what you‘re about more than
English press, which is kind of a step
back like most English people, that‘s
why I think I prefer American press,
they‘re interesting. They read a lot

. into it, sometimes too much.

So nowthe new album is out, what is —
the nextstage for Tears For Fears?

Roland: The next positive step, once
the world tour is over and we all see
how well we‘ve done in various
territories, is to spend some time
getting new material together,
seeing which direction that‘s going in
and going with that.

Curt:>~ Recording again, probably.
Making album No...... | #
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The following
is Part III, Final

by musician Dan
f Hope. This con—

cludes the adventurous
romp of Dapper Dan and
his colleagues as they
taped a video for Hope‘s
island inspired single
"Change My Luck."

   
  

    

    
   

 

by Dan Hope
 

Early the next morning, Friday,
we recieved the great news: we were

re—doing the stair scene that had been
rained out just two days before. " Oh
no," I thought, "up and down, up and
down. . ." And they wore me out!
Ralph, doing double duty as sound
man and sun reflector, was also
scurrying around taking stills of the

boys at work. Laura made sure my
make—up didn‘t melt as another
walking scene was planned and

executed, and I was nearly run over

by the white Volkswagon. They were
certainly getting good mileage out of

me!

It was a relief to finally get to 18
Parliament Street. Graham, the
owner, was quite helpful as he ar—

yg
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ranged for drinks while we shot the
sequence in his open air restaurant.
His parrot, Gin, was an extra (back—
ground colour). Gin used to have a
mate, Tonic, until a mysterious cat
appeared at their cage and Tonic
became lunch. Speaking of lunch,
Graham took care of us. Then off to
the marketplace. f

That night we finally got to spend a
little time out on the town. At a little

restaurant near the Parliament
Houses that was Italian in nature, we

listened to a local guitarist who was
quite good and had a song for just

about every tropical fruit we could
come up with. Then I was coaxed into
the hot—seat where I played a few of
my own songs. A pleasant night out.

By Saturday we were supposed to
be frollicking in the sun, but the rain
had set the steps the boys had come
up with for me to walk up and down.
Naturally they had me singing as
volumes of film were used. Actually

it was amazing how much film we
shot, something like twenty rolls, all
to be eventually transferred to
videotape.

Ralph arrived with the girls and

the "bus" and it was a short trip to the
beach. This day was bright and
beautiful as groups of curious people

wandered by to ask what we were up
to. Ralph took charge of crowd
control as Marcella in her white
bikini got wet and wild in the ocean

and sensuously waded toward me as I

Last Verse
ra

played the guitar solo on the beach. A
few of the prettiest girls who were in

the same area also got on film, and

into the video. This particular scene
was quite fun as Marcella and

eventually all three ladies leaned on
my shoulder while I tried to play.
You should try to play guitar with
young lovelies hanging all over you. I

needed a cold shower...my composure
was shot.

We took a beam reach, an
absolutely beautiful point of sail, as
we left the lighthouse behind, filming

as we went. Somehow we got a little
off course and it took us much longer
to reach the little island where we

planned to snorkel. It was almost six
p.m. when we hit the water and thus
we had only half an hour to enjoy the

sights of ‘the underwater world.
Everybody scattered and it became

necessary to call them back with the
ship‘s horn. Nowit was dusk as Steve
and I stood on the bow peering into
the almost too clear water for
shallows the coral heads. They
looked dangerously close. We did
manage to clear the island made for

Nassau.

Gilles at the wheel, we moved
through darkness toward the harbor
entrance. It was supposed to be
illuminated by a lighthouse, but the
light was dim at best. Somewhere in

between Bill‘s variations on a Flipper
joke, I suddenly noticed a small

dark shape in the water directly in
front of us! I yelled, "Hard to Port!"

as the occupant of the small boat
sprang to life, waving a flashlight
and shouting something undistin—
guishable about rocks. . We were

heading into what we thought was
the harbor mouth, with the
lighthouse still dull and there
appeared to be shapes ahead but we

couldn‘t make them out. Then out of
nowhere. a searchlight from the
tourist submarine Nautilus
illuminated whatwas in front of us.
"Rocks!!" we shouted, and "hard to
starboard!" It was a close
call...Somehow we made it into the
harbor and docked at the marina,
exhausted but happy, and we headed
back to Nassau to spend the night on
the town. Most of the crew had to fly
out the next day, Sunday, but we
considered that some more footage
was needed and planned another sail
for the early morning.
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Monday started as Mondays often
do: so little time, so much to do! While
Ralph and Don laboured on the inner
workings of the boat (the auto—pilot

had broken down sometime on the
way over), I had to deal with a legacy

. of the shoot. Hello dolly. . . The

camera dolly, which had survived the
hurricane tied to the mast only to be
barely used, had to be shipped back to

Miami. With it impossible to make
the airport freight deadline, we
threw ourselves at the mercy of
Chalk‘s Airlines. At first it seemed
improbable, but after a lengthy
discussion, many forms and an

appointment with a broker (a legal
necessity) we left the dolly in the

middle of Chalks waiting room,
assured that it would reach its
destination.

That was only the beginning!
Monday morning I discovered that
Skytrain, the commuter airline back
to Ft. Lauderdale, no longer existed.
After frantic calls to our travel agent
and to Steve, back in Dallas, we found

that Skyways had bought out

Skytrain and they were supposed to
honor our tickets. Steve said that
wasn‘t exactly accurate and they had —

needed to scuffle to get home. We

were already running close to late

(dolly) so we headed to the airport

trusting the agent‘s computer, to

open a whole new can of worms. The

cab driver got us there directly.
When we arrived, the clerk at

Skyway‘s desk said they could not

honor our tickets and besides, they

did not have a license to fly into

Lauderdale, only Palm Beach. We
had to make connections back to

Memphis, and this was ludicrous. So
we booked a later flight on Eastern,
one that gave us only twenty minutes

between flights with no baggage

transfer. Then we went back into
Nassau, for one more feeding at the
Green Shutters Pub. A parting meal

of steak and kidney pie and a couple
of Imperial pints of English butter
were all I needed to adjust my

attitude. — Soon the cabbie was
running us back out to the airport via
the scenic route. The flight out was

beautiful as the view of the Bahamas
from the air is breathtaking. When

we arrived in Ft. Lauderdale, we had
ten minutes to retrieve our luggage
and be on the Delta Plane. Somehow

we managed to make the 150 yard

$ _3196 Winchester

 

dash and out of breath, we settled

back for our final leg home. Time for
a little Wild Turkey. ..

It was hard to believe that we were
leaving the sunny tropics for the mid—
south after a week that had seemed
arduously long, yet incredibly short.
Too short!
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by Tony Jones
 

Welcome to my inaugural column‘s
inaugural column. Hopefully, for at
least the next six months, your eyes
and a small ecstatic piece of my brain
can meet here to have a little fun
saluting human people.

No, that‘s not a contradiction. That
particular phrasing flashed on me
during the return trip from my
recent vacation to Solitude. While
there, rewinding my mind to
discover new co—ordinates for this
most recent battle of transition (THE
MEMPHIS STAR _BREATHES
FIRE! STORY AT TEN!), a small
group conversation flashed before
me like a firm, cruel slow motion
sequence in a film, and has been
itching the core of my cranium like
an immovable flea ever since.

The logistics of the moment I don‘t
quite remember. Well, actually I do,
but I won‘t reveal it. At this
"meeting," I was among a group of
five to. seven people collectively
sustaining a haphazard conversa—
tion, when one of the fellas in the
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group turned to a partner and said, —

"«That‘s because you don‘t know

anything about being important."

Yes, that‘s a pure quote. Now,

what prompted the hellish remark I

don‘t know, but in looking back on the

. moment, what really chilled me was
my own reaction to dude‘s sick

statement. I just stood there in calm
assent. Here is a man I know, nearly _
a friend, and he speaks a curse as
ugly as the fluent tongues of
politicians, and I just stand there in
calm agreement.

"That‘s because you don‘t know

anything about being important." _

The slimy feeling imparted by my
passive reaction to this statement
refused to be dissipated until I began
formulating this column. ‘If I hadn‘t
been so caught up in the business of
this business, when I heard the guy
say it, I would have slipped a burning
cigarette in the pocket of his
standard GQ—copy uniform. But no, I
was too busy bathing in the aura of _
self—importance everybody in the |
place (including myself) was busy
putting out. I didn‘t bristle a hair.
And forgive me, Father, but I could . |
even understand what the guy was

trying to get across to his friend.
HELP! The next thing you know I‘d
be running around, wearing my

press badge, sheathed in colorless

clothes, speaking"diction," barging

over babies, squelching the truth,

writing bloodless crap about people

and things I could care less about,

and know of even less, printing as—

yet—innocent people‘s addresses,

cashing my pimp‘s check each week,

and drinking away the screams ofmy

person, soul and talent at "the scribe‘s

gathering place." When I get old and

tired of fighting, I might revert to

such a type—jock‘s life as I‘ve

witnessed; but for a while at least, I‘m
saved from the road of approved
whoredom because of the spark
encased by two words.

Human people. ‘ Wonder—sapiens
that add a dash of color to the earth,
just for the spunk of it. These are the —
people that "Pencilbeam" will be

about. Stars with a more benign

glitter. —And this column is
henceforth dedicated to God and the
Bar—Kays. To God, because I
wouldn‘t be here without Him; and to
the Bar—Kays, because no truer
words have ever emanated from this
city than those the group grandly,
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gloriously sang on their song Shine:
"...There‘s a shine in everyone, you
have to let it through/the only thing

that holds you back is the worldly
part of you..."

Meet Juanita White. She‘s the
little black woman staring out the
window in the photograph. If the
photo were in painting, the best title I
could give it would be, "Here I .
Come." Juanita has unsheathed her
sword. This day has made her a
published poet. Not big—time, nor
acclaimed, but untethered like a
wind.

"This morning I panicked. AllI
could think about was that people
wouldn‘t show up, or what‘s worse
that people would show up and not
like them. That‘s worse than people
not showing up. I tried not to think
aboutit, but that was all I could think —
about. It‘s been all I could think
about for the last month."

Juanita‘s first book of poems, Too
Late To Stop Now, was officially
published on the day this interview
was recorded. Carrying the sub—
nomenclature "Poems 1985" just
above the author‘s name, the small
collection of verse was greeted with a —
book party at the Folio Bookstore.
Juanita paid for it. Juanita paid for
the book. Fourteen poems plainly
etched on white paper, wrapped with

‘a bright yellow jacket, and
constructed by force. Writing and

publishing it was a necessity. It‘s her
cannonball.

"When I started writing these
poems, I thought ‘You‘re exposing
yourself.‘ When people see them
they‘re going to draw conclusions
about you. They‘re going to know
that you do this, or do that, or think
that you do, even though they really
won‘t know anything. But 1 said, ‘I
don‘t care. I‘m thirty years old. I am
who I am. You either like me or you

don‘t like me, I really don‘t care.‘

"Hence the title, Too Late To Stop
Now, because sometimes I would get
shaken and I would think I wanted to
stop it, but it was really too far to stop.
I was turning thirty, and I thought if
I don‘t do something now, I won‘t
ever. All the time, I was thinking
that I was a decent writer, but I
wanted to come into myself. For me
just to sit at home and think it is one
thing, but to put it out there, that‘s
another thing."

She works at the welfare office
downtown. But not for too much
longer, as goes her plan for grad
school and teaching. She says the
flight is not a reflection on the job, "I

always move from bold steps. I
moved to New York to be a journalist;
I was working for ABC. Then I wrote
for the Amsterdam News; then I
started writing a sports column for
an entertainment magazine called
Roots; then from there to Los
Angeles, so this is nothing too off for
me. People who know me, they just
say, ‘That‘s Juanita!"

The body of verses that constitute
Too Late To Stop Now read somewhat
like a personal Constitution. They‘re
graceful and blunt, liké an angry
deep kiss. I think I like them. Her

T

poems present clear frames from
someone that has taken the time to
look and capture existence. Maybe
there are pieces of your life to be seen
in Too Late To Stop Now. Maybe not.
Maybe it‘s not Juanita there in the
thoughts of love, gratitude, politics,
caresses, roars and spit. Any more.

"I think this means the beginnings
of great times. Thirty with a flourish.
I will get the best sleep tonight that
I‘ve had in months.

"Tomorrow, I will eat like I‘ve

never been able to eat." x
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by Deborah Camp
 

Nowthat "Memphis in May"is over

don‘t think there‘s any let—up this
month.. If you‘re asking yourself just

how much music, beer, fun and sun

you can take, then rest assured June
offers no rest for the weary — It‘s

Strictly Trial by Boogie.

And here‘s just a sampling. The

Beach Boys and the Pointer Sisters
will deliver high excitement at Mud

Island, the Press will appear at the

Antenna Club, and the long awaited
Survivor and Bryan Adams concert

will heat up the Mid—South Coliseum.

Gladys Knight & The Pips will bring

an evening of unmatched rhythm and
soul to the Orpheum and Philip

Bailey, along with Amy Grant, will

present an evening contemporary

gospel pop at the. Orpheum.

And there‘s festivals, too. Look for

Black Oak Arkansas, the O‘Jays,

SOUND SHOP MUSIG MAKERS
DOG (JONESBORO). MR: AUD

TICKET OUTLETS THE mcxaqfissms (RALEIGH:
oS
MHE VEC

MIRO‘S MUSIC (CLARKSDALE) 506—CONVE
JOAN BAEZ TIOKET HUB:,49 N ANGELUS,MER
A SELF—ADDRESSEDSTAMPED ENVELOPE: PHON ORDE
TICKET PHONE—725—HUBB, MON—SAT 10AM—4PMANB SUNDAY 12—4PM

PLUS (WES

Manhattans, Ace Cannon, B.B. King

and Jean Knight at a 3—dayfestival in

Jackson, Mississippi. June 7—9, the

fest will be held at the Fairgrounds

 

An Evening

with

Edaly

JUNE 22

8:00 PM

RESERVED SEATS

$12.50

LAWRELWOOD & HICKORY RIDGE)
SQUNDS (JACKSON. TN). HOT

IND SHOP (OXFORD, MS)
U "A OUTLETS MAIL ORDER:

NEYORDER ORCASHIERS CHECK &
RS: VISA ANB MASTERCARD ONLY. $1 00 EXTRA PER

 
==PLAYED THE AMERICAN Way (GZ)

TP

and will commemorate the 22nd

anniversary of the assasination of

Medger Evers. On those same dates

the annual Chicago Blues Festival

will take place. This year‘s venue

includes Koko Taylor, Big Joe

Turner, Etta James, Stevie Ray

Vaughan, Johnnie Taylor and many

other blues greats.

And speaking of great blues, Rum

Boogie opened last month on Beale

Streetfeaturing Don McMinn and

the Rum Boogie Blues Band. The

band will perform live at the Rum

Boogie Cafe 8 p.m. — midnight

Tuesday through Thursday and

9 p.m. — 1 a.m. on Fridays and

Saturdays. The food, by the way, is

great. The menu offers some out—of—

the—ordinary selections such as soda

fried shark chips and grilled redfish

with rum—pepper sauce. The menu is

very reasonably priced and offers a.

selection of tempting specialty

drinks (Pusser‘s Painkiller and

Nelson‘s Blood are a couple.)

 

Don McMinn

The Fred Ford Roast at the Hyatt

Regency last month turned out to be a

delightful evening of classy jazz

(despite the oh—so—awful sound) and

good—humored ribbing. Many of

Ford‘s friends, including Rufus

Thomas and Honeymoon Garner,

gathered to toast and roast the

legendary jazzman. After dinner,

the Watson Singers delivered a few

songs, followed by a performance by

Fred Ford and Honeymoon Garner.

Even Charlie Rich was at hand to do
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what he does so well. Proceeds from
the evening went to the non—profit

Memphis Music Achievement

Association, the organization which

tapped Fred Ford as its first award

recipient. Next year‘s honoree will

be rockabilly writer and performer

Cordell Jackson.

~ Fingerprint celebrated the

completion of their video, "Under the

Street Light," with a video party at

Sounds Unreel. The video was shot at

the Omni New Daisy on Beale and the

tracks were recorded at Sounds

Unreéel. The video is currently being

aired on the Tim Mullins Show.

Xavion recently drew a. record

crowd of 840 people to the Antenna

Club. The band will. soon release a

new single (cut at Cotton Row) andis

shaping up a second album with a

projected September release date.

The Modifiers, who are recently in

town, have regrouped with their

original members. The band left last

month to tour in California, but

expect to get back to town sometime
in August.

Coming back to town this month is
the Lonely Street Duo, Jim Pinkston

and Mike Strickland. The Duo has

been on tour with the Chelsea Street
Pub Circuit and will be appearing at

the Chelsea Street Pub here in

Memphis this month.

   

 
 

MUSICIANS

LET US PACKAGE YOUR

PROMO PACKETS OR PRESS

KITS. WE WILL WRITE YOUR

BIOS, RESUMES, FLYERS

AND PUBLICIST INFO.

We offer typesetting services too.

1901) 432—7827
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Fast Service * Reasonable Rates

1153 Union
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ALL BRANDS* ALL THE TIME

COME ON IN

*Except Thomastic & Super—Sensitive Brand

 
NEW STORE
HOURS:
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   741 N. White Station at Summer e 761—0414
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The Fourth Annual Martin‘s

by 1. Jabulani Tafari
 

Jimmy Cliff, ‘Yellowman,"

Lincoln "Sugar" Minott, Steel Pulse

and Stevie Wonder came out on top of

the 4th annual Martin‘s Internation—

al Reggae Music Arts Awards

ceremony which took place last

month at. the highly decorated

Aragon Ballroom in Chicago. In all,

31. awards and certificates of

appreciation were presented to

entertainers, promoters, producers," —

journalists, radio disc—jockies and

other prominent figures in the field

of international Reggae music.

— Speaking at the ceremony, the

Director of Martin‘s International,

Ephraim M. Martin, emphasized

that the primary objective of his

company is the promotion of Reggae

as an art form and as a vehicle for the

expression of the voiceless people of

the world. Mr. Martin also disclosed

that one—third of the proceeds from

The Creative Resource

photography

4131 Walnut Grove
Memphis, Tennessee 38117

901/761—5215

the awards function is earmarked to

go tow ards relief efforts in drought—

stricken Ethiopia.

Reggae‘s veteran star of stage and

screen, Jimmy Cliff, won three of the

leading trophies in the awards

presentation. Cliff‘s "We All Are

One" record was judged to be the Best

Reggae Single and the Best Reggae

Video, while the singer himself won

Martin‘s International Special

Honorary Award. Even before the

start of the function it was obvious

that Cliff would indeed be a front

runner as he had received a stunning

11 nominations in 10 categories.

However, it was the controversial

yet popular albino Dee—Jay, Winston

"Yellowman‘‘ Foster, who

surprisingly won the chief award of

Top International Reggae Enter—

tainer. More in keeping with the

able four nominations.

International Reggae Music Awards

expectationsof many, "King Yellow,"
as he is affectionately called by his

admirers, also. won the Best Male

Dee—Jay award. "Yellowman" had

been nominated in four categories.

The Birmingham—based British

band, Steel Pulse, fared well in

picking up two awards from its five

nominations. One of the trophies was

for "Earth Crisis," which was judged

to be the Best Reggae Album, while

the other award was for the group

itself which was chosen as the Most

Culture—Oriented Reggae Band.

The seemingly ever—popular dean

of dancehall Reggae, Lincoln

"Continental" Sugar Minott was

tucked right in there with a comfort—

Lincoln

proved that he is much sweeter than

mere "Granulated Sugar" (as some

 

The "Cool Ruler," Gregory Isaacs With His Martin‘s

International Best Male Vocalist Trophy
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less "ital" fans call him) by gaining

success in two of the four categories
for which he was nominated. So,
Minott was judged Top Recording

Artist and the Most Outstanding
Showman.

Stevie "Master—Blaster" Wonder‘s

keen support for Roots—Rock

rhythms, and his close association

with departed Reggae maestro, Bob

Marley, were lauded, as was his

courageous stand against racismin

South Africa. Thus, the Reggae

lovers present at the Chicago awards

function applauded. loudly when

Wonder was —announced as the

recipient of Martin‘s International

Special Marcus Garvey Humani—
tarian Award. —

The Grammy—Award—winning
Black Uhuru, represented at the

Aragon by founder—member Derrick

"Ducky" Simpson, received the Best

Reggae Song trophy for the single

"Solidarity." This was the only prize

received by Black Uhuru, although

the group was nominated in some six
categories.

Soloist Gregory Isaacs was
nominated in three categories and

the "Cool Ruler" was there in person

to collect his Martin‘s International

trophy allocated for the Best Male

Vocalist. And Freddie McGregor,

who also received three nominations,

. was ‘given the award for Most
Promising Entertainer.
Synergy Productions, the

promoters of "Reggae Sunsplash,"

the annual Jamaican showcase of

international Reggae talent, was

given the award for Promoter/Pro—

ducer of the Year, having been

nominated in three categories
initially.

Lloyd Parkes and We the People

Band were called to the podium twice

to receive trophies for MostImproved

Reggae Band/Group and Best Back—

up Band/Group. We the People had

received four nominations.

The award for the Most

Outstanding Showband/Group went .
to the Third World Band, which has

been one of the cornerstones for this

year‘s inaugural Reggae Sunsplash
tour of North America.

The prince of Reggae, soloist

Dennis Brown was given the award
for Best Concert (Appearance) of the
Year for his performance at
Cartagena, Columbia, with We the
People in 1984.

 

Mutabaruka was present in person

to collect the trophy for Best Reggae

Poet, while his contemporary, Oku

Onoura, was judged to be the Most

Culture—Oriented Artist. And the

Best Reggae Poetess award went to

Sister Jean Breeze, while the Best

Female Dee—Jay was deemed to be

Sister Carol. Soloist Carlene Davis

won an award for Best Female

Vocalist. Meanwhile, the versatile

Frankie Paul, who has been making

a name for himself over the past year,

reaped some of the fruits for his

labours by winning the award for the

Most Improved Reggae Artist.

"Caribbean Queen" by Billy Ocean

was voted the Best Crossover Reggae

Song—Male, and Tina Turner‘s

"What‘s Love got to do with It" was

judged to be the Best Crossover

Reggae Song—Female.

The only Martin‘s award to be
shared was the trophy for Most

Popular Reggae Radio Dee—Jay.

"Barry—G" Gordon of the Jamaica

Broadcasting Corporation was there

to collect this award on behalf of the

co—winner, his colleague and rival,

David Rodigan of Capitol Radio in

If You‘re

Chained

To A

Go—

Nowhere

Job, Call

Memphis

Institute

Of Technology

  

  

 

We Can Help You Learn The
Skills You Need For A Stimulating
Career In The Computer Industry,
An Industry That‘s Been Growing
For Years. M.L.T. Features A Step—
By—Step Hands—On Approach To
Computer Education.

 

\\ | Sentence?

London, England. Merritone Disco
was judged to be the Most Popular
Sound System. The Most Popular
Reggae Magazine/Newspaper award
was won by the "Reggae and African
Beat" publication from Los Angeles,
while the Ticklers duo was judged
the Best Reggae Comedy Group.
Certificates of appreciation were

also awarded to Malika Lee Whitney
(Dise Dawta), Nick Taylor (Nick
Dread),‘ Amy Wachtel, Jonathan
Blunk, Sharon Smithline, Earl
(Rootsman) Chin, Makeda Cheatom
(The Prophet), Roots Connection;
Trevor Riley, Howard McGowan and
Winston Barnes.
By ~all accounts, this fourthMartin‘s International Awards cere—mony was the most successful to dateand. the. elaborate elegance of thespacious and specially—designedAragon Entertainment Centerprovided just the right artfulatmosphere for the occasion. Thenight‘s live performances wereprovided by Debbie DeFire, InfraRed Funk, the West Indies DanceTroupe, Tony "Big Red" Aikens and

cont. page 25
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Music Man 212—HD
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Gibson SG Guitar
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Ovation Guitar
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Vintage Silvertone Danelectro
with case amp
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by Jan Walker
 

If Kerry Livgren, former

keyboardist/guitarist and composer

with rock supergroup Kansas,

introduced his new group A.D. with

any disappointment about the small

turnout at their concert last April,

his peaceful demeanordid not reveal

it.

The Germantown High School

gymnasium was an unlikely venue

‘for the Christian recordinszlgmup's
elaborate touring stage an
equipment.

ighting

But the undaunted Livgren scored
points with the less than 300 listeners
when he told them: "I‘d rather be
here tonight, talking about this to
you, than playing over in that big
place (referring to the Coliseum) to a
full house. And that is the truth."

Support Public Broadcasting

WKNQO

channel 1D

 

Livgren sought the Truth for many
years in its multifarious forms,
including Eastern religions. In
Kansas he was known as the resident
mystic. But today his lyrics point
"one way" toward Christianity, and
for Livgren that is the point of no
return!

Livgren‘s testimony came halfway
through the concert that featured
cuts from his solo album, Seeds of
Change, and two A.D. releases — Time
Line and Art of the State. —The
audience deserved a breather after
several seat—shakers segued one—on—
one. A.D.‘s music penetrated the
sacroiliac as well as the soul!

It‘s unfortunate the concert was
underpromoted. _Secular rock
aficionados might have compared
A.D.‘s intelligent rock sound to the
progressive overtures that defined.
the original Kansas. They also would
have found excellent seating for sight
and sound at half <the price they
normally pay for tickets.
Christian concert. devotees who

were lucky enough to hear about the
concert received a double—blessing.
Along with expository. lyrics
expressed through dynamic
arrangements, the five—member A.D.
delivered high—energy profes—
sionalism both musically and
ministerially.

It‘snot that the spoken words were
sermony in. texture. Whereas
Livgren‘s short monologue seemed
sure and heartfelt, former Kansas
bass—player Dave Hope surprised the
crowd with a post—encore testimonial
tag. Without much oratorial ado,
Hope spoke from the gut: "I‘m a
freak. lgv sheer luck I got to be a rock
star. Gold and platinum albums line
my hallway. I Sad everything I ever
wanted — lots of money, women,
drugs..."

He continued that he found little
meaning in that "enviable" lifestyle,
and eventually drugs and alcohol
almost crowded out everything else,
including the music that put him
there. Then he became a Christian:
"... but it‘s not easy doing this. We all
need your prayers. So we‘ll pray for
you, and you pray for us, okay?"

With this simple. plea, Hope
departed the ‘stage and the gym
lights went up. My inner light had
been blazing since the first musical
strain. One candleheart of many who
attended, I stepped out into the
fragrant, full—moonlit, finally spring
evening — 1985 A.D. (for anno Domini:
in the year of the Lord).
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Musician Profile: Ihe Glldlng
 by Karen Tilley 
The Gliding, a local duo, flowssmoothly in style but defiescategorization. They utilize a drummachine, Korg synthesizer, and bassfor local gigs, performing onlyoriginal material.
The band, comprised of ShayneMcCarter and Lowell Roberts,displays a variety of styles in theirmusic. These range from a mixtureof blues, pop, rock, and classical.They present a definite Europeanfeel in their writing.
The overlapping of styles is notsurprising, considering theinfluences both writers claim.Shayne says his strongest influencesare Anthony Phillips (originator andwriter for Genesis), Todd Rundgren,and Jon Anderson (lead singer forYes).
Lowell says his influences are acombination of the Moody Blues, solowork by Pete Townsend, Bach,Michael Field (composer for thesoundtrack to The Killing Fields),and Lowell Cream and Kevin Godley(formerly with 10cc, now one of thehottest video producing teamsavailable).
Playingimportant to The Gliding. Shaynesays emphatically, "Playing a tapewon‘t get a message totally across.It‘s playing it live that willdo it."
The duo believes that spontaneityis important in their liveperformances. Shayne says thattheir originality receives a positiveresponse and this tells themsomething good is happening. Healso says he was a basically mellowwriter; but, he has started to writemore up—tempo songs.
Lowell, who has played keyboardsince age seven, writes material thatmixes jazz, classical, andEuropean/Brian Eno styles. Hebelieves Cyndi Lauper and Madonnaare.comparable to the sounds of theArchies (early 60‘s group), becausethey are not caring about the lyrics,only commerciality. He says thatmusical sounds are changing, andthat nothing is a sure hit since thebeginning of 1980.
"It‘s like the early 1960‘s. I‘mseeing a reconciliation of the 70‘stechnologicalrecording breakthroughs of the1980s." y

,_ Lowell says his and Shayne‘s beliefIn this city is strong. "We have theriver. It sends off rhythmic

live performances is.

 

style with the.

vibrations. We should not forget therock and blues of the city."
Lowell‘s belief is sincere. —TheGliding‘s music reflects this belief.However, their music appears to be abit ahead of its time. I believe there isa three year time lag of the soundspopular in Europe before these
 

SOUND . LIGHTING
« VIDEO .Sales and Service

~~TELECOMMUNICATIONS—
On Site Analysis

System Design & Installation
30 S. Watkins « 901—276—5757

  24 HOUR SERVICE 

 

 

The Gliding... .._ _al
effects reach the: Stateside listener‘sear. Time will tell and The Glidingmayibeheard; and may be popular inthe future. Lets wait.and see.
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Putting Memphis
Music On The Map
 

— by Jack Abell 
Did you ever see the New Yorker‘s

map of the United States? The one
which has New York City in great
detail and the rest of the country
marked by a few corn fields,
mountain peaks and well—known
cities? I wonder what a New
Yorker‘s map of Memphis would be
like; probably Graceland, the river,
the zoo, the airport, and lots of trees.

— And how would it differ from a
Memphian‘s perception of Memphis?
Well, the Center City Commission
has decided to find out, in a $355,000,
18—month study designed to create a
development plan for downtown
Memphis.

 

Ivory Palaces publishes string
and religious music; we produce

& —and distribute our own materials in
recorded and printed form, as well

- as license other copyright users. If
you are interested in submitting
original material, call for an

R appointment and prepare either
sheet music or a cassette containing
up to 5 tunes plus lyric sheets, along
with a. ‘stamped, self—addressed
envelope. \(The recording doesn‘t

2 have to be fancy—vocal/guitar or
piano is fine as long as the vocal is
loud and clear.)

Ivory Palaces is an ASCAP
affiliate, in business since 1978. In
addition to working our own
copyrights, we do custom sheet
music editing, typesetting and
consulting. We are not in the hype:
and—get—rich—quick business, but
believe in authentic development of
potential over the long. haul.
Perhaps we can be of service.

Ivory Palaces Music

t
é

é

and Open — Spaces,The CCC hired Venturi Rausch &Scott Brown, nationally—acclaimedarchitectural planners fromPhiladelphia, to do the study. They inturn hired the local architecturalfirm of James Williamson & CarlAwsumb to do four major sections:Arts and cultural resources, ParksHistoricpreservation, and Waste removal.The Tennessee Valley Center isresearching minority issues, andother folks are studying areas likeEconomics, Transportation andUrban Design.. James Williamson & Carl Awsumbhired Pan (Mrs. Carl) Awsumb to dothe section on Arts and CulturalResources. Mrs. Awsumb, a formerstaff member of the Memphis ArtsCouncil, spent 3 months ferreting outthe information contained in the 50—page report she presented to the CCCon April 25, entitled: (‘Arts andCultural Resources, Tasks I and II:Inventory and Analysis, Preparationof Goals and Objectives." The wordwhich comes to mind in describing

(outside of The Memphis Star, ofcourse), and includes information onindoor and outdoor performancesites, including clubs, along withmaps of where the audiences live andwhere performing arts groups areheadquartered.You may not have heard about the _report yet because it has been held uppending a resolution of the disputeover whether Mayor Hackett and theHighway Lobby are going to chop upMud Island with an expressway.There was a public hearing on April24 at the Daisy which was one of themost poorly publicized events ever —held in Memphis, and gives seriouscause for concern about the ability ofcity planners from Philadelphia tohelp develop Memphis. Let‘s see,wasn‘t Philadelphia the place wherethe Mayor and his boys fire—bombedan entire neighborhood? That kind ofurban renewal we don‘t need; whichbrings to mind another reportrecently done for the Artscommunity of Memphis by theShaver Company in Minneapolis.That one was witheld from releasethis report is"eomprehensive". Its—for several months, and has generallyscope is the broadest of any culturalresearch of Memphis I have seenwort 7AudienceAupigace ISS© mwutel Heo .‘ I

mina
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been disregarded by Arts leaders.

Enough said, for now.
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Hopefully, Pan Awsumb‘s study _

will not reach ‘oblivion quite so

quickly, because it promises to be of

real value. Just setting broad goals

and objectives for cultural

development in Memphis is a

quantum leap ahead of anything that

hascome before. The study is focused

on Downtown and if you are against

downtown development, don‘t read

any further unless you are willing to

consider changing your mind. The

stated mission is "for downtown

Memphis to become the center for the

_ performing arts in Memphis and the _.

region, and to become the center for |

all the arts and culture by linking

downtown to other cultural

institutions; for it to be a cultural

destination point for Memphians and

visitors, offering a rich variety of

activities capitalizing on Memphis‘

unique traditions, thereby benefiting

the entire region culturally,

educationally, —economically —and

socially." —*

One of the most interesting aspects

of the study is the section on

audience/visitor origin. Many arts

groups do not have this information

up to date, but for the Zoo, the

Symphony, Theatre Memphis, Dixon

Gallery, Playhouse on the Square,

Mud Island, Graceland and Gaslight

Dinner Theatre, the maps of this

information are quite revealing.

Look, for example, at the difference

between the Zoo and the Symphony

(see examples). Except for the

Symphony, which manages to get

East Memphians all the way

downtown for concerts, most

organizations draw primarily from

their neighborhoods. Graceland and

Mud Island keep national statistics

only (5% of Graceland visitors are

Memphians), and the data from Mud

Island says that 87% come by car, 41%

intend to visit Graceland, 39% will

visit Beale St., 17% the Zoo, 15%

Libertyland, 596 the Pink Palace, and
64% ate food on the Island. It is
apparent from the maps that most of
the Symphony, Theatre and Gallery
crowd comes from five major zip code
areas along the "Poplar Avenue
Corridor." But everybody knew that
already, so what?

Well, the really important aspects
of the Awsumb report seem to me to
be the ten goals themselves and the
numerous ideas and suggestions
sDrmkled throughout Here are the

goals in the order presented by Ms.
Awsumb: First, to "Formulate and
maintain a publicly—stated plan with
priorities for the development of arts
and cultural resources in the center
city." Next, to "further develop the
quantity and quality of artistic and
cultural activity downtown," then "to
develop more diverse ‘cultural
activities in the center city, relating
to visitors of all ages," to "encourage
arts groups and individuals to
establish headquarters downtown,"
to "link cultural activity wherever
possible to retail, residential and
other harmonious infill," to "promote
and develop those activities which
willbenefit the whole community," to
"encourage people locally, regionally
and nationally to attend and
participate in artistic and cultural

‘activities downtown," to ©capltallze
downto w n Memphis‘ unique
qualities through artistic and.
cultural activities," to "promote
continued racial harmony in
Memphis," and to "work toward
having the center city be perceived as
safe and accessible."

Clearly, setting these goals is just
the first step, and during the next
year or so, the people preparing the
study want and desperately need —
input from people like you. Pan
Awsumb has already incorporated
some goodsuggestions, such as "Mud
Island should eliminate admission
fees or at the very least offer time
when admission is free," "the
Memphis Arts Council might
consider moving its headquarters to:
Victorian Village, thereby creating a
hub of activity in that area,"
"coordinate signs for cultural
facilities throughout the city," and
"educate people who are directly
involved with the public, like gas

INNOVATION

ppaSai(yl

featuring music pioneer

Robert Moog.

Saturday, June 29 at 6:30 p.m.

on WKNO/Channel 10.

 

station attendants, restaurant people
and hotel people, about Memphis arts —
and culture by asking them to places
and events ard giving them free
tickets."

If you think you know how to
improve life downtown, here is your
chance to say and do something about
it. The study will not be finished until
the Summer of ‘86, so you have till
then to call the Center City
Commission, John Dudas, director at
526—6840 or Mrs. Pan Awsumb at
Williamson & Awsumb Architects,
526—2800. Or you can write the
Memphis Star with your suggestions,
and let everybody know what you
think. Mrs. Awsumb is a little more
knowledgeable about concert
performance sites than clubs, for
example, and could perhaps learn
something from studying the
monthly STAR calendar. In fact, the
omission of the Memphls Star as a
cultural resource is one of the most
glaring errors in the report so far..
The other is the omission of recording
studios and music stores as cultural
resources. They need to be mapped
‘along with other headquarters and
performance sites. But overall, it is.
an intelligent and creative beginning
for an important job that needs to be
done. Let‘s hope the study gets the
public exposure and involvement it
needs and deserves.

Support Public Broadcasting

WKNQ

fm 91
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Hendrix: An

Illustrated Biography

by Victor Sampson

Proteus Books

$10.95

 
— Reviewed by Robert Bowman
 

Victor Sampson brings this |
"biography" to a close by denouncing
those who have "grossly exploited"
and "plundered" Hendrix‘s memory
through the unsanctioned release of
dozens of substandard recordings
that they are able to, in one way or

another, pin Jimi‘s name to. To my
way of thinking, Sampson is close to

    

 

   
 
 

being equally as guilty.

 

   

The Roland JX—8P

Outselling the DXT7

three to one in Yours for

aul wake ) as little as

$65s7

a month

  

     

   

  
Imagine having one keyboard synthesizer that can deliver

classic analog sounds, as. well as rich—timbered patches
usually associated with digitals synthesis. Waveform cross—
modulation is the key to Roland‘s unique AM synthesis
technique. Independent routing of envelopes provide per—
cussive effects normally found only in digital synthesis.

STRINGS

&THINGS

IN MEMPHIS
piles

     

Steve Validie
767—2500

621 S. Mendenhall

David Holloway
278—0500
1492 Union
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Thi’s 126 page book has

$1,695°° .

approximately forty—six pages of
written biography. This third of the
book is riddled with typos (three
alone in the first paragraph of page
eighty—five), factual errors (on page
eighty—three Hendrix is quoted
during trial proceedings in Montreal
— this trial was in Toronto — I guess to
Sampson all Canadian cities are the
same), myths (Hendrix did not
regularly play upside down —
Sampson needed to just look at the
pictures in his own book to get that
one right) and facile lay psychology.
With regard to the latter, Sampson
‘"probes‘‘ Hendrix‘s mind,
discovering that parachuting
"opened up a sonic reservoir" in
Jimi‘s brain and that Jimi "felt a
repressed ambivalence towards his
«mother."

His comments about music are
even more. laughable. Sampson
somehow thinks that Charlie Parker
played post—bebop free jazz, Little
Richard used "itchy rockabilly
rhythms" and that the Band of
Gypsies were "more of a classic
power trio than the Jimi Hendrix
Experience had been." All are
pathetic misnomers that even the
least informed rock writer should be
able to discern to be patently false.

The photographs that comprise the |
remainder of the book (there is also a
shoddy discography) cannot help but
be better than the text. Still, many
are quite common and have been
previously published in earlier
Hendrix biographies, several are
uncaptioned (when, where and with
whom were they taken?) and many
are simply unexceptional. Eight
pages are in color and these are
fortunately among the most
interesting and least common shots.

Finally, Sampson writes down to
his readers. The whole book comes
‘off as a quickie, cynically aimed at
the lowest common denominator.
Everything is spelled out, no matter
how obvious the matter is, or how
much it obviates the truth. Toa large
degree, this is simply a rewrite of a
number of earlier and better
biographies. Do not buy this unless
you are positively desperate.
Hendrix: AnIllustrated Biography is
an insult both to his memory and to
its potential readership.
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The Kinks Kronikles

by John Mendelssohn

Quill Books
 
Reviewed by Robert Bowman
 

The second entry in what is at least
three attempts at Kronikling God‘s

beloved Kinks (or at least once
beloved) is written by the man that
actually coined the epochryful
phrase "God Save The Kinks." John
Mendelssohn waxed fab about our

heroes‘ Village Green Preservation
Society album in UCLA‘s newspaper,
The Bruin, way back in 1968 and, in

the process, managed to land himself
a job for a short time as a WEA

promo man and for a longer time as
chief Kink kronikler and kompiler.

Mendelssohn, then, had access to
—the Kinks during their first few
comeback tours and, just as
importantly, he had access to

Reprise‘s tape vaults from which he
compiled the essential Kinks
Kronikles and Great Lost Kinks
albums. There is probably no man
to write a full length treatment on

this, one of two British Invasion

bands still going strong twenty years
down the road (albeit making
inferior music).

Mendelssohn also did time in the
service of Rolling Stone magazine
and eventually formed the ignomious
band Christopher Milk. Both

experiences serve him (and the
reader) well here. His writing style is
occasionally awkward but, most of

the time it is refreshingly irreverent,
humorous and totally engaging. Too
many rock biographies are terribly
dull and/or mostly myth. Not this

one. Mendelssohn is able to cram
facts, trivia and opinions aplenty
without being didactic or plodding.
He connects much of the narrative
via a number of clever motives
strung throughout the text.

His musical background helps in
that he is one of the few rock
biographers to actually use his ears
and say something pertinent about

music. What a refreshing change.

His bias is definitely pre—1970 (he
doesn‘t even like 1970‘s Lola vs —
Powerman and the Moneygoround
Part I album which, for my money, is
the Kinks‘ best album ever) and a

disproportionate amount of the book
is given over to the earlier days.
Hopefully, though, this will motivate
younger Kinks‘ fans to search out the

earlier albums and thereby have a
whole new musical vistas opened up
for them.

Due to the Davies‘ brothers own
attempt at an authorized biography,
Mendelssohn was denied access to the
main subjects (as was Johnny Rogan:
see the March issue of The Memphis
Star for a review of his The Kinks: A

Mental Institution). Mendelssohn‘s
earlier access, though, as well as his
diligent research more than
compensates. No Kinks Kultist
should live without this (especially at

$6.95). * —
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Stereo Center

Pioneer » Alpine » Jensen

Equalizers — Speakers

Power Boosters

Call for FREE Estimate

2692 Riffemore
(off Mt. Moriah)

(901) 795—2972

 

  

 

  
MONDAY

WATCH YOUR FAVORITE

SPORTS on the BIG SCREEN
    

   

(AT 6:30)
ALL FOOD AND DRINK 1/2 PRICE

FOR LADIES
(Escorted or Unescorted)

WEDNESDAY

Steak Night:

— NEW YORK STRIP $7.95
with FREE beer

THURSDAY

THEORIGINAL ‘K.%,

HAPPY HOUR 9:30 TO CLOSING
75¢ DRINK SPECIALS AT MIDNIGHT
ROBIN SCOTT IN THE D.J. STAND

b3b 30003035 3535.05.95.35.00 30.30.05 3035.36 3530.35 36 35.35968
FRIDAY & SATURDAY

Cetebrity D. 9. Weekend
FEATURING YOUR FAVORITE

RADIO PERSONALITIES
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Live D.J. Entertainment 7 Nights A Week)
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For 75¢ Highballs     

 

Thank God It‘sFriday‘s
every day of the week.
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by Bill E. Burk
 

Dolly Parton is secretly applying
for permission to perform in Russia!

After John Denver blazed the trail in

1984, American country music

performers have eyed the possibility

of lucrative Russian rubles and are

making pitches to the Soviets for

visas. It‘s a good bet Dolly will get

her green card. The Russians know —

her and they like her. Look for an

announcement soon.

Meanwhile, John Denver‘s
performances in Russia pleased him

 

Dolly Parton

so much. he is seeking Russian

permission for a TV extravaganza

that would be a real Rocky Mountain

high if the American singer can pull

it off. Denver wants to stage a

worldwide TV satellite performance,

using a mixture of American and

Russian performers, both solo and

‘mixed together. He reportedly has

the sponsors lined up. The Russians

are leaning favorably toward. this.

Denver would then follow the TV

victory with a concert tour to Russia.

Workingtitle on the Columbia LP is

"Johnny Cash Comes Home to
Memphis."

Moman‘s move to Memphis —is

stirring some action in recording
circles. Kris Kristofferson slipped

into the Big M for a talk with Chips,

who has had moments of "anxiety"

thus far due to the slow wheels of

Memphis governmental bureau—

cracy. At one point Moman is said to .
have threatened to call the whole

thing off. Even now he may be

recording projects in Nashville this

summer that he wanted to record in

Memphis had the city government

moved just a little quicker.

The town of Ledbetter, KY held a

citywide celebration in late May for

country comedian Jerry Clower,

whose tales of the Ledbetter clan ——

Ardel, Bernel, Marcel, Raynell,

W.L., Eugene, Claude and Clovis,

from Amite County, Miss. —— are

known nationwide. When Ledbetter

residents heard Clower would be

performing in nearby Paducah, they

invited him over for some Kentucky

fried chicken and a country cousin

"Howdy." And if‘n you seen Cousin

Jerry lately, y‘all knows he ain‘t

turned down many meals! &

Statler Brothers‘ Fourth of July

celebration in their hometown of

Staunton, Va., a sellout just after it
was announced.

 

David Allan Coe
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David Allan Coe, since taking on

new management (Mark Rothbaum),

is seeing a surge in his career. The

Columbia artist, now celebratinghis

10th year in the business, just

completed his first major national:

tour and has his third straight single,

"Don‘t Cry Darlin‘," riding high in

the charts. .

Terri Gibbs‘ career, on a plateau

afterher debut at MCA, seems ready

to move into second gear. Now with

Warner Brothers, and under new

management with John Carimi, Miss

Gibbs reportedly will place more of

her raw gut blues into the country

songs. Sensational Julie Henry, one

of Nashville‘s best publicity agents,

has been signed onto the team to

make "all systems GO!"

In his new RCA album, which John
Denver calls "one of the most exciting

I have ever made," Denver asked

Stevie Wonder to write a song for the

LP. "It‘s my attempt to cross R&B

with country music." Wonder was

delighted at the request. Seems he

had written a tune for Denver years

ago, never approached him on it, but

saved the song. Now folks will hear

it.

 

Ronnie McDowell |

‘Nashville‘s country music clan has

joined the "Fight World Hunger"

movement. Recently 40 country

music artists slipped into Sound

Shop Studio and recorded "One Big

Family." The idea belongs to Ronnie

McDowell. The "names" included

—— George Jones (he showed up for this

one!), Eddy Arnold, Tanya Tucker,

Chet Atkins, The Kendalls, and many

more. Various country artists will
now donate songs to the album,
"From Nashville To The World Wlth
Love," out soon.

Capitol/EMI America believes
they have a winner in Becky Hobbs.
Aside from singing on shows with
Vern Gosdin, Conway Twitty and
Tom T. Hall, Hobbs has been writing
songs for Alabama, Janie Fricke,
Moe Brandy and Shelly West. —

Capitol‘s Anne Murray has her

eighth gold album —— "A Little Good
News." Only four other female
singers have won as many —— Carole
King, Aretha Franklin, Joni Mitchell
and Helen Reddy; and only four
others have won more —— Olivia
Newton—John (10), Donna Summer
(11), Linda Ronstadt (13), and the
winner (the envelope, please!). . .
Barbara Streisand (23).

grom§gomeie
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* In Tune With The Stars *
We supply nationally known artists withpianos and technical service. Our satisfiedcustomers include: Elton John, Billy Joel,Jerry Lee Lewis, Ramsey Lewis, Ferrante &Teicher, The Pointer Sisters AND MANYOTHERS. f

  

  

* In Tune With Memphis *
These Memphis organizations rely on us fortheir piano needs The Peabody Hotel,Orpheum Theatre, Mid—South Concerts,Beale Street, Sunset Symphony, Mud Island
AND MANY OTHERS.

* In Tune With You x

We cover the world for you to offer the finest
in variety and price. Choose from new, used
and rebuilt world renowned pianos from
Mason & Hamlin, Baldwin, Steinway, Knabe,
Bosendorfer, AND MANY OTHERS at most
competitive prices.

COLTHARP PIANO WORLD — For All Your
Plano Needs. Registered Technicians,
Concert Tuners, Rebuilding Facilities,
Expert Moving, Teaching Studios & Staff,
Recital Facilities, Commercial Piano Rental.

4447 Summer Ave. © (901)682—1172

   

TOTAL

COMMUNICATION

SERVICES

5541 PLEASANT VIEW ® MEMPHIS, TENNESSEE 38134

901—386—8229

We‘re

Ready To —

Provide The

Communications

Facilities |

You Need

For As Little As

$65 Per Month

 

 

OurCTS System was the most

competitively priced. Installa—

tion was expertly done and

service has been excellent.

Jim Santoro

Publisher Memphis Star 

BUSINESS TELEPHONE SYSTEMS
DESIGN @ SERVICE
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1743 E. Brooks 345—1761

FINEST. STEAK AND SEAFOOD
Large Main Dining Room

Two Private Dining Rooms For Private Parties
GREAT LIVE ENTERTAINMENT
3:00 p.m. — 1:00 a.m. TUES — THURS

— 3:00 p.m. — 2:00 a.m. FRL — SAT
FOR RESERVATIONS CALL 345—1761

  
   

You‘ve Been Looking To Overton S; quare
The Star Bflmbaq 726—6055
For The | Bicuele Club

l Hottest Entertainment

  

 

I 4381 Elvis Presley
  332—4159

R ¢ In Town A Summertime special menu featuring
Consistently Now shrimp or chicken salad stuffed in tomatoes
Fine Food or cantelopes adds to the menu in the "light"

way. Check the chalkboard f ial
j May we suggPSt'" | prairyhe' riscand ebfaciengsrregf2:t$ecgeig;
*All_Star Dlnlng * | gai::,4$§6£635%_M-F Live tnu5|c.7 moms

Premium Liquors

and Honest People...

  

 

  

\| Overton Square I

725—7737
...This Space

Available FREE

 

ATTENTION
Known far and wide for great food, good

 ; RES I AURAN I service and Long Island Tea. Friday‘s For Details
c originated the Sunday Brunch with 1st class

omelettes‘ and a matching steak and can
OWNERS sandwich menu.. Memphis Star favorites: +

} "*A nachos or potato skins. Eat or just hang out 452-STAR
in the "cafe" when they open the 100 ft. of
windows along Madison Avenue.

_| I©
 

 

   

DINE g(@&7 3rd & Beale
f — 528—0150

WITH THE PEOPLE 0066“ ,
WHO SUPPORT fFeaturing a truly unique Cajun menu, the cafeoffers gator gumbo, shrimp po—boys, soda—fried
MEMPHIS shark chips, and a Happy Hour on food from

4:00 — 6:30, Monday thru Friday. The colorful
MUSIC' menu plusthe memorable decor are the formula

® for a can‘t miss Beale Street attraction.

TNOL :*.

I0GO

Located on Beale Street, Mood Indigo caters to
the deli diner. Soups, salads, and sandwiches on
fresh baked bread give the downtown lunch
crowd a reason to head up toBeale Street.
Pastries and live jazz add the finishing touch for
the early supper crowd. Live music goes ontill
2:00 a.m. on weekends.
 
   

I- 111 Court Sq.

(Facing the Park)

§27—5757
thegathenng place'

The downtown gathering place. The unique

location on Court Square in Danver‘s basement

provides a quiet place to wait out rush hour. The

restaurant features hickory smoked ribs and live

music 5 nights a week. Bar opens at 11:00 a.m.

Menu orders at 4:00 p.m.
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Cotton Row Recording‘s calendar.

Xavion, after finishing work on

their forthcoming single at Cotton

Row, decided to cut several demos at

the studio for a future album project.

Engineers on the project include .

Nikos Lyras, Rusty McFarland,

Gerard Harris, and Jack Carlson.

Memphis musician Gary Topper is

recording a jazz fusion project at

Cotton Row. Nikos Lyras is

engineering and playing guitar.

Other musicians include Tom

Branch, Sylvester Sample, Tony

Thomas, David Joyner, Sam Shoup,

Tom Lonardo, Marvell Thomas, Carl

Marsh, Gary Johns, and Gerard

Harris.

Carlton Leake, head of Carlton

Leake Ministries, is playing on and

co—producing a gospel project with

Jimmy Joy and Aaron Thomas.

Leake has cut seven tunes and is

currently working to get a record

deal. Nikos Lyras, Gerard Harris,

and Danny Jones engineered the

sessions with assistance from Jack

Carlson and Mike Allgeier.

Eddie Thomas, ‘a familiar

Memphis performer, is also working

at Cotton Row. Thomas is producing

two sides on his son Demetrius for —

an upcoming single. Nikos Lyras is

engineering —the sessions, — while

musicians include Thomas, Lyras,

Hubert Crawford, and Tony Black.

Danny Jones is engineering a

country album for Rosenberg and

Carmen Management. — The album,

which features artist Danny Joe

Bryant, is being completedat Cotton
Row.

Finally, the finishing touches are
being put on the —Nodena album

project, produced and engineered by

Danny Jones with Mike Allgeier‘s

assistance.

At Sunrise Studio, Roy Malone is
finishing up his new record project.

Wayne and Jeannie Hart will start a
new gospel album this month. All

music is original and was written by
Jeannie Hart. The H20 Band will be

back in the studio~ this month

demoing material for a new project.

Sunrise Productions would like to

welcome three new members to the

H20 Band: ‘Gene Crithers on piano,

Andy McClough on lead guitar, and

Richard Cushing on bass. All three.

are excellent musicians. Good move,

H2O0!

At Sounds Unreel work will soon

begin on a new album by Rob

Jungklas, who recently signed with

Manhattan Records. The upcoming

project will be produced by Jack

Holder, who will also co—engineer the

Studlo News0o o a o o 0 o o 0 a 0 a 0 0 0 o 0 0 0 0 0album with Niko Bolas. (Bolas hasengineered with such artists as DonHenley.)Last month, work began on a newalbum for Terry McNeal with EpicRecords. The project was co—produced by Eli Ball and JackHolder with Don Smith engineering.Rhythm tracks were provided by"The Legends" —— Chad Cromwell,David Cochran, and Jack Holder. AnAugust release date is anticipated. ®  
cont. from page 3

shirts will be made available by way
of a campaign sponsored by

MTV/Music Television, as well as
from other sources. There is also

space on the plane being made
available for various relief agencies‘
cargo.

_The party of 12 people making the

trip will include Julie and Harry

Belafonte; Daniel Farrell, an award—

winning New York Daily News

photographer; Len Freedman, USA

for Africa treasurer; Dr. Lloyd

Greig, a member of the USA for

Africa medical task force; Marlon

Jackson; Ken Kragen; Dr. Irwin

Redlener, the medical task force
. coordinator; Marty Rogol; Harriet

Sternberg, USA for Africa

director; and Andrew Zucker, who
will be road manager for the trip.

Award—winning filmmaker

Mohamed Amin, Africa bureau chief

for Visnews, will meet the USA for

Africa party in Africa. He will

document the entire trip with two

camera video crews supplied by
Viscom International, USA. Amin‘s
television coverage of Ethiopian
famine broadcast by the BBC last
October broke the story world—wide

and served as an inspiration for

Band—Aid‘s "Do They Know It‘s

Christmas?" The British charity

recording, organized by singer Bob

Geldof, was the immediate precedent

for USA for Africa‘s "We Are the

World" and subsequent efforts by

various coalitions of recording

  

 

Parkes and We the People, Gregory

Isaacs and "Yellowman." The M.C.‘s

for the night‘s activities were

Chicago radio personalities Mark

Lynch (WCRX) and Bill Finlay
(WHPK) for the first half of the show,
and Malika Lee Whitney (Broad—
caster/Author/Journalist) and

"Barry—G" Gordon (J BC) for the other
half.

The general enthusiasm and

involvement exhibited by the patrons

attending the Awards Presentation

indicates the growing popularity of

Reggae in the U.S. midwest. This is

consistent with a February 1985 poll

of 500 Chicagoans conducted by

Martin‘s International. The results

of the poll show that Reggae is now

the fourth most popular form of

music among Chicagoans, who chose

Black Contemporary, Rock and Jazz

marketing and public relations artists.

cont. from page 15

‘the Professionals, Freddie ahead of Roots—Rock. According to

McGregor, Mutabaruka, ‘Lloyd Martin‘s music pollsters, the

February ‘85 survey and its results

show a 10.8% increase in Reggae‘s

popularity, compared with:. the

previous poll conducted in

November/December 1982, when

Reggae placed seventh. And in the

opinion of Ephraim M. Martin, the

experience his company has gained

over the past four years will ensure

that‘ next year‘s Martin‘s

International Reggae Music Arts

Awards presentationwill be the best
ever.

The major sponsors for this year‘s
fourth annual Martin‘s International ©
Reggae awards ceremony were Air
Jamaica and Red Stripe Beer. The.
Regional Manager of the Jamaican
national airline, Lance Scanlon, was
on hand to make several of the award
presentations. ¥
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‘substituting Carl.

 

 

H

by Bill ; ;: ...i

The country music field is "wide
open" for a new country queen, says
Hank Williams, Jr.
And he ought to know. This dude

has been around country music since
nine months before his birth!

"Just think ‘about it," Hank
drawled during a recent visit to
Memphis. "Loretta Lynn has been
around a long, long time. Tammy
Wynette, too. Linda Ronstadt, but
she‘s moved on to other things. I tell
you, it‘s time for someone to step in
there."
(Was Hank ‘beingnice by saying

Loretta and Tammy ain‘t had no
smashhits‘inwhoremembers when?)
But who on the horizon can assume

the throne? Hank dodged that one.

 

Reba McEntire? Good as she is, and —
she is good, Rebaprefers the relative
anonymity of Stringtown, Okla.,
where she and Charlie have that
working ranch. Janie Fricke? Could
be, but country folks seem to prefer —
their queen be one of them rags—to—
riches type. Loretta from a coal
mine; Tammy working her way up
through adversity and a number of
husbands, including good ol‘ George
Jones, to get there. "Stand By Your
Man." nght"

Folks around Memphis may
disagree, but Hank doesn‘t see
Memphis ever "happening" again in
the recording industry. — f

"Look, you had Sun Records over
there and they had Elvis Presley,
Johnny Cash, Jerry Lee Lewis and
Roy Orbison going all at once," said
Hank. (Historians will differ,

Perkins for
Orbison in the original Millionaire
Quartet lineup. Orbison slipped in
just behind them.) "It‘s never going
to happen again. It just ain‘t going to
e. —

"And there ain‘t ever going to be
another Hank Williams (his father)
come along and do what he did by the
time he reached 29. And he‘s still

: selling records 20 years after his
death!"

nk, Jr. Says...

Young Hank is enjoying both
popularity and life. His skits around
the country in his Cessna Citation jet,
fishing ("I ain‘t throwin‘ many back")
and hunting from the wilds of Africa
to his ranches or farms in Montana,
Alabama, Florida, and nearer home,
Paris, Tennessee.

Hank‘s sound is unique.
everything from "red hot and rockin
country" to "tender lovin‘ ballads."

"There‘s a Nashville sound on some
of my albums that came out of
Hollywood," he says. "We play blues,
we play rock. I‘m as crossover as you
can get, so that doesn‘t bother me. On
the other hand, anybody who‘s
coming to hear us do a slick Las
Vegas actis going to be severely
disappointed."

Hank has spent a long time
escaping his father‘s shadows, yet
much of that may be his own fault.

He’s
>

 

His conuersation, his music, is always
dotted with Hank Williams.

"In fact, we have to be careful if we
play one of Daddy‘s songs because
then people just go ‘ho, hum.‘ They
want to hear the songs we have had on
the radio."

The changeover, from father‘s
shadow to stepping into his own
spotlight, came with 1974‘s Hank
Williams, Jr. and Friends." The LP
featured Charlie Daniels, the Allman
Brothers and Marshall Tucker and it
turned into an LP most country acts
can only dream of. —

In 1982, Hank had an unpre—
cedented nine LPs on the charts at
one time, a feat unequalled by any
other living artist.

His most recent LP, "F—I—V—E—O,"
is his 50th album, quite an accom—
plishment for a young man just
turned 35!
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Cyril Neville of the Neville Brothers

recently signed a writer agreement

with Broadcast Music, Inc. (BMI),

making all the members of the New

Orleans rhythm and blues funk—

masters members of the world‘s

largest performing rights

Nevilles Sign With BMI

organization.

The Nevilles‘ current album

Neville—ization, recorded live at New

Orleans‘ historic Tipitina‘s, was

named among Time Magazine‘s Top

Ten rock albums of the year.

 

 

Tues.—Thur.

 

7:00—1: 00 and Fri.—Sat.

Susan Hudson and Jimmy Busby

Tucs.—Sal. 3:00—7:00

leaturmq Lou Roberts and theVapors Group Nightly |
7:00—2:00

ForReservations Call3454761
 

 

Wednesday, June 5, 1985 — 7:1% p.m.

 

Memphis Music
FAMILY NIGHT

— At Tim McCarver Stadium
Memphis Chicks vs Huntsville

(In event of postponement, game of June 12, 1985).

One $2. ticket admits family of 6..
Proceeds benefit. MMA,
NARAS, MSA, BLUES
FOUNDATION, JAZZ
FOUNDATION, GOSPEL
FOUNDATION.

For Tickets
CALL

452—7891

Or Music Organizations

  
 

 

SOMETHING

NEW

AT THE

VAPORS!

Tues — Thurs

No Cover Charge

Anytime
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by Tony Jones
 

Michael Allen is a dean of Memphis music. Now
eclipsing his early thirties, ("thirty—two, I think") Michael
has —been>playing jams, charts, riffs, songs, funk, rock,
Jazz, spiritual and true, cold soul music since the days

ippies were news. He first came to power during

his music history. Stax was
® ight that you felt like it, a
few dollars, cléan jeans @t least one good ear could
righteously fill your musical d . Michael was playing
keyboards with Ebony Web, backthen one of about four local groups at
zenith level on the poppin‘ local live circuit, one breath away from the skim for
the cream. Of course, that whole juggernaut died. It‘s 1985 now, and you can
get your car washed any day of the week by Memphis musicians with
beautiful stories about the golden moments that didn‘t happen.

Don‘t say nothing. z

Ebony Web ulcerated in the sixties tarnish, (in name the group is now part
of the Bar Kays production team, with one original member intact). The only
things reminescent of the karat period that Michael.really Keeps constant

   

    

  

affection for is the experience of the work,. an ease in wearin ge denim
jeans, skull caps and a sly grin perfected during the peri of which he
wore to this interview. Hegot for this one‘s: ‘thday party for a

   

    

  

   

 

friend. Luckily, it wa
usual writing, arranging

Studios, where he maps o
with Lynn Jordan on Chant

centered on old news.

"I‘ve been answering questions‘

Where did the money go? Is it c

"Naw, I don‘t really mind it. L enjoy

know? I just hate interviews when peoien‘t

musicians‘ questions —— why did you gr? lik
chase women...smoke reefer...tell me able gc
life is now, right? Right."

 



 

 

     

"I‘ve been answering questions

all day —— how was the Memphis

scene?...Tell me about the good

old days, all that stuff. And you

know life is now, right? Right."

   

 
 
 

  

    

 

 

r hael'was fresh out of restraint‘ Among his
ajoducing work with Willie Mitchell at Royal .
offs It On;" the television program he co—hosts |
iP day has included a cox f—anterviews

¥he Memphis scene?

  

   

 

  

gterviews, hey I can use the publicity too, you
0 eu’t really interested. You know, the basic
rP like this...did music save your life...do you

pie good old days, all that stuff. And you know

 

 

 



   

 

 

 

 

from previous page

Haaa—ha. That‘s what you get for

messing with X brands. You should

have been speaking with us. Do you

read us?

"The Star? Yeah. I like it because

y‘all cover music from the real level.

Especially the stories about the

groups when they‘re playing the

small rooms. I like the Star because

it‘s personal. See, you hit a sore spot.

I‘m psychologically affected by all

that "musicians aura" mess. You
guys get doped up, have women

waiting in the dressing rooms,

always fooling around and having a

good time —— no, no, no, no, no, no, no. It

takes all your blood to get a successful

momentum going. All your life. You
got to cover your own in this business.

—The way I got started, I just started. I

decided to do it. Just do it. That‘s

what‘s wrong with the world now,

people don‘t do what they want to.

And that‘s because they just don‘t do

it. Sometimes, I can still be happy

like when I was sixteen, that‘s what‘s

missing on Earth."

So, in essence your career has made
you a spoiled brat.

"Wait a minute, how did we get to
that? A spoiled brat? I do what I

want to do. Is something wrong with

that? What is this, a masochistic
world or something?"

"Don‘t take me wrong, I‘m not

down on people. I got over the

thinking I‘m Jesus Christ syndrome

when I was nineteen. Me, I‘ve been

lucky because I‘ve been able to work
all my life in my own field. That‘s the
important thing. I‘ve always kept a

gig in doing what I do, and anything

outside of that was short. You really

can‘t ask for more than that. I don‘t

have any gripes. I‘m just trying to be

successful in my work. I don‘t know if

you can say that I‘ve completely won

yet, but I‘m on the floor swinging,

that‘s the cool part. No blessings are

really mandatory after that."

"I guess you could say it really all

started in my sophomore year in

high school, my professional start

that is. Yeah. On the road. I‘d leave

to do some gigs, backing this act here

and there, then the Web days.

Opened for Motown acts in New

York, opened for Marvin Gaye when

the other band got fired; I directed

the NBC orchestra twice, on the

Johnny Carson Show. Standing up

and at the piano." >

After "the Web days" Michael went

to work at Cream/Hi records, right at

the time when a guy named Al Green,

along with Willie Mitchell and a

fabulous, fable inspiring band were

starting to record and sell tracks that

burst like popcorn all over the record

charts. "What I really keep most

from then is playing with them guys,

Leroy, Charles and Tennie Hodges;

Al, and Willie. Those guys, they

were the good times. Yes that was."

The studio where Al Green‘s hits

were made is called Royal Studios,

and is still in the same spot on

Lauderdale Street. Al Green is a

performing minister now. —Willie

Mitchell is jamming on the knobs.

The Hi Rhythm band still breathes.

Michael Allen stayed with the

company and became a very potent
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resurrection with Kilo, a group he

formed with some partners from the

heydays, and "Pass It On," ("make
sure you mention the times, Mondays

at 1:30, and Thursday at 11:45"), his

studio work is howhe‘s been keeping

right.

"Hey, I‘m just trying to work on my
pension," he says, laughing again.

"See, musicians don‘t really have a

pension. Now the union has a little

pension set up, but shoot, I couldn‘t

buy a hamburger a day. Right now

I‘m writing and cutting tracks on

myself and looking for a band. But

I‘m notin a rush. I got to make music

like I like it. That‘s why I love where

I‘m working. With Willie, we work

very smooth together, I understand

what he‘s trying to paint, and vice

versa. It‘s like teaching in your own

school. That‘s why Al‘s stuff was so

good, it had a feel. You can only get

that when it‘s good people working

together. You have to have the right

formula, and it‘s gotta be natural. I

like anything natural, I can accept

ig." f

‘ Last year, Michael released a

record called "Ooo Wee." Little

airplay did it receive. No problem.

The groove wasn‘t quite there on that

one. A second release, "Music All The

Time," followed this year with the

same results airplay—wise, but the

groove was closer to a One. Visiting

him at the studio recently, a track he

was noodling with bumped my ears

with some right spunk. Pursche

time? Maybe. Michael‘s music is a

bit removed from the rotation norm,

but not deathly so. What he wants to

put on vinyl is true music with booty

appeal.

"Yeah, I‘m getting it ready. I steer

away from trend records, but I like a

lot of the stuff that‘s going out now.

Houdini, I love Run DMC, hey, when

the Fat Boys were in town I was

jammin‘ on the floor. Seriously! Big

© dude be gettin‘ it. But you know what

it is with this business now, it‘s gotten

down to money. You got to have

money. Period. You have to promote,

handle road costs, you can‘t do

_ nothing without the right machine

behind you. I can put it together in

the lab, but you got to take it out and

work it. Get it tight, get it right, and

get it out there. And make it good.

But no prob. Tell everybody they‘ll

be hearing me onthe radio again real

soon." x

  

Philip Bailey To Appear At Mud Island

Philip Bailey, known for his solo
success with the gold single "Easy
Lover" and his earlier work as lead
singer of Earth, Wind & Fire, will
play in Memphis at Mud Island on
June 25 in a concert with Amy Grant.

Bailey‘s show will be a testament to
his dual identity as a singer. While he
records secular music for Columbia
Records, Bailey records Christian
music for the Word label. Special
guesting for Christian singer Amy
Grant, Bailey will perform songs
from both his gospel LP Wonders of

 

  

His Love and his gold pop album
Chinese Wall. f

Philip Bailey‘s emergence as a solo
singer has been greeted by critics
with paeans of praise. The LA Times
called ‘his "Easy Lover" (which
Bailey co—wrote and sang with Phil
Collins) "a thunderous rock—and—soul
fusion." The Village Voice said, "The
voice of Philip Bailey...has always
been thesound of joy, of celebration
that rekindles the spirit." The Voice
called Bailey‘s Chinese Wall, "the
most solid album by a black male
since Purple Rain."
Apparently, a worldwide public —

agreed with the critics. —Bailey‘s
"Easy Lover" went to number one
and stayed there four weeks in

——QUIK

STAR

GRAPHICS
452—7891

Call Us For All Your
Typesetting

Or Graphic Arts Needs 

 

England, rose to the top of the charts
in Holland and Canada and was on
the American pop charts for an
extraordinary six and a half months. _

FACULTY

LOUNGE

3547 Walker
4549212 — 327—5388
PIZZA SPECIAL
16" Sausage or

Pepperoni
Neighborhood Delivery
Available on Pizzas
BAR—B—QUE
Sandwiches
Home Made
BEEF JERKY

Happy Hour 1—4 (M—F)
60oz Pitcher — $2.00
Longnecks — .75¢

SOFTBALL TEAMS — $2.00 for 60
oz. Pitcher of Beer — Anytime.
See Your Favorite
Sports on Our New
5 Foot TV Screen

Visa * Mastercard *Personal Checks with I.D.
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CHARLES MINGUS

Music Written for Monterey, 1965

(East Coasting Records)
 
Reviewed by Rob Bowman
 

Ininoducing the

AKAI S—612

Digital

Sampler

   

   

  

   

 

  

Now you can
have a professional

quality sampler for $995
(instead of $8.000+). The AKA!

S—612 enables thousands of
synthesizer owners the freedom of

sampling technology without mortgaging
their wife & kids! The S—612 features 12— BIT, 32K

Bandwidth, 6 voice sampler for $995. Remember...
nothing is sacred with an AKAI S—612 SAMPLER.

Sample a voice, a train. a
‘bell or any synthesizer
sound and then 8
seconds later be playing
it on any MID! keyboard.

STRINGS

&THINGS

  

David Holloway

 

    

278—0500
IN Mliyles 1492 Union

Steve Validie
¢ JFI-flifgtkw 767 —2500

v. in music 621 S. Mendenhall

The reissue of Music Written For

Monterey 1965, Not Heard...is a

delightful surprise. A long sought

after collector‘s item, only two to

three hundred copies were pressed

back in 1966 when it was originally

issued. I personally have spent many

years hunting for it through ads and

auctions. It was originally issued by

Mingus on his own Charles Mingus

Enterprises label and it was

available only through the mail.

After the first run sold out, Mingus

could not afford to repress it and ten

years later he found, to his dismay,

that Capitol Records had destroyed

the master tapes while clearing out a

New York studio.

Recently Fred Cohen and Mingus‘

widow, Susan Mingus, found a clean —

enough copy to repress the album

from. This, then, is the first release

on their East Coasting Label.

Immaculate care has been taken in

the reissue of this record. It is a

limited numbered edition with the

front and back covers and the record

labels reproduced identically from

the original. The newedition also has

a fold out jacket and insert contain—

ing: Migus memorabilia and

additional liner notes detailing the

history of both the performance and

Mingus‘ own labels. Finally, East

Coasting has seen fit to include a

seven inch single of "They Trespass

the land of the Sacred Sioux"

recorded a week earlier at Monterey.

The net result is over ninety

minutes and eight compositions from

one of Mingus‘ most fascinating

periods.. He is writing for an

expanded eight piece ensemble (as he

has wanted to do through much ofhis

career) including tuba, french horn

and flugel horn, in addition to the

more common two trumpets, alto sax,

bass drums. Mingus, himself,

_ doubles on the piano. The composi—

tions he has written are tailor made

for the expanded sonorities on hand.

What is immediately impressive is

the breadth of the material. The con—

cert opended with a stark, slow

"Meditations on Inner Peace"

featuring pedal D‘s plucked, bowed

and blown by bass and tuba which set

the stage for a number of solos of

lyrical, understated beauty. Much of

Mingus‘ scoring for the ensemble is

neo—pointilistic, both here and in the

tone poems "They Trepass The Land
of the Sacred Sioux" and "Once Upon —
A Time There Was A Holding
Corporation Called Old America."

In the former case it is educational
to compare the Monterey and UCLA
performances included here. At
Monterey the ensemble was much
more languid. —A week later, at a —
slightly quicker tempo, they turn in a
much more dynamic,. punchier
performance. "Once Upon A Time,"
in true Mingus workshop fashion,
takes three attempts to get off the
ground. After the first two, Mingus
dismisses half the ensemble to let a
stripped down quartet romp through
the up tempo bebop "Ode To Bird and
Dizzy." Mingus has always been
acutely aware of jazz history and this
album includes further homage to
past masters in "The Arts of Tatum
and Freddy Webster" and a hilarious
performance of Kid. Ory‘s New
Orleans classic "Muskrat Ramble."
Mingus‘ humor is in a great composer
and player. He had so much
character, so much heart, so much
love.

The album closes with one of
Mingus‘ protest compositions, "Don‘t
Let It Happen Here." In a very
intense performance he says that if
one doesn‘t speak out against
discrimination against Jews,
Communists, Catholics, etc. one day
it will be you. Mingus was always
outspoken and he was usually right.
This is no exception. As I said, the
man had so much heart, so much love.

The album is a must. It is doubtful
that it will show up in too many
Memphis record stores, so order it
from East Coasting Records. P.O.
Box 866, Ansonia Station, New York,
N.Y. 10023. You‘ll be listening to it
ten years down the road.

Take ?Q1?“
StOCkeA'GseO‘éa
inAmerlca.
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VAN MORRISON

A Sense Of Wonder

(Mercury Records)
 
by Tony Jones

William Blake swang a mean pen
when he was on. But these days

hardly anyone seriously chews word—
slinging as entertainment, so not one
moment will be shed here jimmying
your thoughts about Van Morrison‘s

collaborative inclusion of W.B.‘s
ninety carat work "The Price Of

Experience" into the song "Let The

Slave," on this album‘s second side.

Likewise the short story attending

Van‘s caped presence on the album‘s
back cover. Both seem a spoiled brat
kind of performance, which Van is
able to attemp since (thankfully) he
has an audience that will reach with
him through unlubricated moments,

because God know when his unsimple
talent speaks simply, his music

makes you feel like someone is hug—
ging you. Morrison‘s good riffs on "A
Sense Of Wonder," like most of his
albums, are too strong for much
airplay rotation. The only way to
follow a song like the first side‘s

"Evening Meditation" is to testify,
, clap two or three times and then tell
off on every advertiser with the

station that you know is a shyster.

No, it‘s not protest music.
"Evening Meditation" is a sassed,
tinkling instrumental that sings. Not

words actually, but the song
definitely has a voice. Sax player

Pee Wee Ellis gives the horn line
Morrison wrote into the tune such a
wonderously human tone, the song

hums. Seriously, the song actually
hums. It evokes a feeling like

walking home through a clover field
after humpin‘ all day; "take flight my

 

   

 

spirit." Maybe Morrison recorded a

veiled overlay while producing (and
"directing") the album, who knows?
But thank you, sir.

As a whole A Sense of Wonder

needs some light, something

Morrison‘s vocal performances seem
unable to accomplish. The only
translating strength in his singing
comes on a cover of Mose Allison‘s "If
Only You Knew, and Van‘s own

"Ancient Days" The songs on the
album speak for a nurturing and
unshackling, of trampled souls and

quite often seem a direct plea to the
ONE. The poetry is there, but suffers
from too much "bard—ness," if you
will.

Maybe Van needs to check out
some old Negro spirituals, or some
old Van Morrison albums. A Sense

of Wonder tries so hard to illustrate

spiritual pain, it often sounds like a

simpering hypochondriac. When he

sings Ray Charles‘ blues ballad

"What Would I Do Without You," he

drives the sentiment so deep you

want to start laughing. Can anything

be that bad? But still, A Sense of

Wonder is a good album, fire in

san

presenting

the

debut

mini album

from

 

produced by

Jack Holder and

The Crime

places, and truly one the mark stated

in the nearly excellent title tune;

"Didn‘t I come here to bring you a
sense of wonder."

 

A.D.

‘ Art Of The State

(Kerygma Records)
 
by Jan Walker

Those who‘ve missed Kansas since
their breakup after Vinyl
Confessions ~can thank God...and
relish in rediscovering that classical

cont. page 35

 

  

   

   

  

   
Available now at your

favorite record store on

A records and cassettes

*"pRecords * 1902 Nelson Ave, Memphis, TN. 38114 * (901) 278—8346
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PRINCE and the Revolution THE DEELE

I € MATERIAL THANGZ
Around the World in a Day

PRINCE and
the Revolution
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1—25286
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~ from page 33

rock ‘sound on Art of the State by
Christian rock group A.D.

Kerry Livgren, former Kansas
composer/keyboardist/guitarist,
stamps his songwriter‘s signet on all
but three cuts. Livgren‘s production
prowess underscores the heavy—
pawed power drumming of Dennis
Holt. Also, polysynthesized
instrumentation polishes the LP with

hi—tech orchestration. .

Lead vocalist Warren Ham‘
distinguishes A.D.‘s sound with
rhythm—and—bluesy arpeggios, in

addition to the sax, flute and
harmonica leads he artfully utters.

Mike Gleason is the other lead
vocalist/composer, lending his style:
for effective variety. Especially on

the sensitive ballad "Games of
Chance and Circumstance,"
Gleason‘s compelling vocal
inflections intensify the urgency
found in the lyrics.

A.D.‘s Art ofthe State follows Time
Line, their first LP. Basically, A.D.

evolved from the group that backed
Livgren on his solo effort, Seeds of
Change, the album with Christian
focus he produced after the split of

Kansas. Bassist Dave Hope, also
formerly of Kansas, remains with
Livgren in A.D.

Due to legal entanglements, A.D. is
not signed with a major label.
Instead, Sparrow Records, a major

— force. in the gospel music field,
worked out a distribution deal for
Livgren‘s own label — Kerygma
Records.

Kerry Livgren‘s independent label
and new recording group are faring
well. A.D. is in the midst of a world—
wide tour which included Memphis
recently. Time Line is listed in
Billboard‘s top—selling inspirational
album category, and with the
excellent production present in the
latest release, Art of the State could
soon be heading the list.

THE CRIME

Crash City, U.S .A.

by Deborah Camp
 

 

After numerous splits and
reshuffling, The Crime has released
an EP that‘s coiled—up and ready to
spring.
Produced with Jack Holder, the
EP contains six all—original songs
recorded at Sounds Unreel.

 

The opening cut, "Donna Lee," on
side one (or this side) gets high marks
for its ear—opening blast of foot
stompin‘ rockabilly. That‘s followed
by a bubble—gummy but commercial
sounding "Trudy‘s Got A New Boy." —
The title cut "Crash City" is a strong .
contender for the song most likely to
get a crack on radio, but personally I

. like the ‘50ish "Mad About You" on —
that. side. Written by bassist and
vocalist Rick Nethery, the track
contains distinctive licks and a hot
sax solo by Jack Holder.

Crash City U.S.A. is an
adventurous effort by a band that‘s
got a lot of potential.

 

Land Of Africa

(RAS Records)
 
by Deborah Camp

\ Land ofAfrica is Jamaica‘s answer
 

to "We Are The World." Recorded _
early this year—in Kingston‘s famous
Tuff Gong Studio, the 12—inch single
contains solo performances by
reggae artists David Hines of Steel
Pulse, Bunny "Rugs" Clark of Third
World, I—Threes (Rita Marley, Judy
Mowatt and Marcia Griffiths),
Gregory Isaacs, and others. Side two
includes a message in Amharic by

Addis Gessasse, the manager of the
Ethiopian reggae band Dallol.

When the record was released in
Jamaica, the first retail copy was
bought for one million Jamaican
dollars by Mrs. Obina Mnama, wife
of the Second Secretary to the
Nigerian High Commissioner in —
Jamaica. Proceeds from the record
will go to the aid of Ethiopian famine
victims.

 

 

New Faces

(GRP)
 
by Deborah Camp
 

There‘s not a lot one can write
about the genius of jazzman extra—
ordinaire Dizzy Gillespie except to
announce he‘s got a new LP out on
GRP, the independent label best
known for its tasteful jazz.

New Faces finds Gillespie blowing
trumpet with fresh new jazz stars
such as Branford Marsalis, Robert
Ameen, and Kenny Kirkland. Twoof
Gillespie‘s classics, the bluesy "Birk‘s
‘Works" and the Afro—Cuban "Tin Tin
Deo" are included on the new LP.:
Both were previously recorded in
1951 on Gillespie‘s own Dee Gee label.

The rest of the LP is purely
contemporary. "Every Morning"
smokes with the accompaniment of
electric : bassist Lincoln Gaines.
"Fiesta Moja," a lilting samba, is
especially arresting with its fiery
percussion and carnival whistles.
Two new songs, "Ballad" and "Tenor
Song," were written by Gillespie for
the session.
The 67—year jazz innovator

remainsan outspoken member of the
jazz community. In 1964, Gillespie
ran for president. Gillespie is
credited for having ended the trade
embargo in Cuba in 1977 with his
visit, and remains one of the few
American musicians to tour in Cuba.
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The Gods Must

Be Crazy

It‘s The Real Thing
 
by Globehead Glankler
 

A South African movie. It must be

racist. Or perhaps anti—apartheid.
So thought many when the film was
first released in 1980. Far from it,

. Crazy is a slapstick comedy, almost a
throw—back to the days of Chaplin

and ‘Sennett. Universal in appeal,
Crazy has nearly become a
permanent fixture in the theaters of
some cosmopolitan centers of the
‘world.

The plot revolves around a family
clan of Bushmen isolated from
civilization in the Kalahari desert of
Namibia and Botswana. Into their
uncomplicated lives falls some debris
from civilization, an empty Coke
bottle tossed from a passing plane.
To the Bushmen, who don‘t use stone

Tom Hackenberger

Lafayette‘s

Corner

Fri. — Sat.

May 31, June 1

June 7, 8

June 14, 15

9:30 — ?

Get Crazy w/Hack!

 

or metal, it‘s a treasure. The bottle is
the hardest roundest, smoothest
thing they have ever seen. And, like
all things, a gift from the gods.

They quickly discover many
ingenious uses for their gift, but
there is a curse. There is only one
bottle. The Bushmen have no concept
of possession, or guilt, or crime, and
so the gift creates dissension among
the clan. The leader, N!xau, decides
that the gods are crazy for sending
them such an evil gift. He tries
throwing the bottle back to the gods
and later buries it, but like a bad
penny it keeps turning up. There is
only one thing to do. He must find the
gods and make them takeback their
evil thing, or failing that he will
throw it off the edge of the world.

© _On his journey he encounters a
bumbling band of terrorists being
pursued by an equally bumbling
army, has a brush with a game
warden, comes upon an animal with
round legs (a land rover), and meets
what he supposes are gods — various
"civilized" people. Nonewant the evil
gift back, however.

N!xau is befriended by ajournalist,
Sandra Prinsloo, who has decided to
chuck civilization herself and
become a teacher, and by a zoologist,
Marius Weyers, who has his own
troubles with civilization in the form
of a recalcitrant land rover.

The principle charm and appeal of
this movie lies in its simple approach.
Slapstick crosses all social and
cultural barriers as Chaplin and
other masters of the old school knew.
The faster than normal chase
sequences are old fashioned but they
still work.

The general dissatisfaction with
the complexities of modern life,
underscored by a comparison of
simple lives of the Bushmen with the
time—oriented society of Johannes—
burg, is another easily understood
universal also. Most people have a
wistful desire to return to a simpler
time and a slower pace.

Rated PG, The Gods Must Be Crazy
is a motion picture the whole family
can enjoy. Children will love the fast
action and adults will laugh at Weyer
as he stumbles both in word and deed

attempting to woo the lovely Ms.
Prinsloo.

A Nightmare

On Elm Street

Perchance To Dream

 
by William Glankler
 

In the Spring leaves return to the
trees, swallows return to Capistrano,
and fright films return to the drive—
ins. A Nightmare On Elm Street is
this year‘s screaming herald of
Spring.

True to its genre, Nightmare has all
of the usual plot devices, special
effects, scary sequences, and comic
relief that one expects in these epics.
Also true to its genre, it has the usual
overacting, silly dialogue, and bad
editing that one has come to expect,
too. But then no one goes to this type
of movie looking for academy award
performances and inspired repartee —
one goes for heart stopping fright.
Nightmare has plenty of that.

Helen Langenkamp stars as the
intrepid but frightened teenager
whose friends sometimes don‘t wake —
up from their nightmares. What she
lacks in acting ability is made up for
by being rather pleasant to watch as
she bears a marked resemblance to
Brook Shields. After one friend‘s
gory demise she resolves not to fall
asleep. However, pills and coffee do
not a dreamless night make. She —
nods out often enough to be haunted
by an exceptionally scary bogey man
who is in decided need of a manicure.

The bogey man plays cat and,
mouse with Langenkamp through
several dreams until she brings back
some physical evidence from one
nightmare. Even then, the simple
minded adults that always seem to
populate horror films don‘t believe ©
her. Eventually she must face her
monster alone, as you always knew
she would.

No doubt Wes Craven and the other
masters of the macabre follow a
formula that specifies how many
minutes there should be between
gruesome deaths and the ratio of real
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scares to false starts. The making of

horror movies seems to have passed

from the realm of art into the realm

of science. This doesn‘t make them

any less effective, and Nightmare is

especially so. Oh yes, there is one last

‘rule that the better fright films

always follow — "Don‘t kill off the

chance for a sequel." Coming soon: A

Bad Dream on Maple Avenue.

Nightmare is rated R for typical
teenage language and for gallons of

gore. Bet you won‘t rush home to bed

after seeing this oné. 8

WATCHING YOIUG‘WAKHlNG ME
includ :

Oh Yeah!/Something That Turns You On
Don‘t Make Me Wait

Watching You Watching Me
You Just Can‘t Smile It Away

DAN FOGELBERG
HIGH COUNTRY SNOWS

including:
Go Down Easy/Down The Road
High Country Snows/The Outlaw

The Higher You Climb
e

 

 ies   

Record Bar
RECORDS,TAPES & A LITTLE BITMORE.

Blood Simple

Recipe For Excitement

 
by Globehead Glankler
 

To a straying wife and her lover,

add one vengeful husband and a

villainous hireling. Heat slowly over

the flame of jealousy. Then pour in a

quart of blood, a dash of black humor,

a touch of the macabre, spicewith the

unexpected, and add another quart

AM!
MAKE IT BIG

including:
Wake Me Up Before You Go—Go
Careless Whisper/Freedom

Everything She Wants .

THE MANKHATTANS ®
TOO HOT TO STOP IT

You Send Mngthtgzlgol The Night
n‘t Say No

When We Are Mad

 

ALISON MOYET

? ALF
including

Invisible/Love Resurrection
All Cried Out/Steal Me Blind

Honey For The Bees

 

Thru June 13

or two for good measure. Stir

vigorously with a creative mind,

twist tightly, and allow mixture to

unfold in a darkened theater for an

hour and a half. Will serve many.

Darker and more twisted than an

Alfred Hitchcock film, Blood Simple

is for those whose souls crave

suspense and unpredictable turns of

plot. In fact, the oft—emulated

Hitchcock would probably enjoy this

movie himself. The Coen brothers,

who wrote, directed, and produced

cont. page 38
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Blood Simple have managed to
capture Hitchcock‘s style, but have
reinterpreted it in their own image.

And they did it on atiny budget too,
which should give hope to any

budding new directors out there.

The plot revolves around Dan

— Hedaya, owner of a honky tonk, and

his flighty wife, Frances

._MeceDormand, who has left him.

Hedaya hires a slimy detective, M.

Emmet Walsh, to find her. It isn‘t too

hard because she hasn‘t run very far —

she‘s shacking up with Hedaya‘s

bartender.

Hedaya fires the offending
_ bartender, John Getz, but somehow

this doesn‘t seem quite tit for tat. So

he does the only logical thing, he

decides to have them both killed. He

sees the revolting Walsh as the
perfect man for the job.

Walsh has rather another idea in
mind, however. The plans of mice
and men...soon all four characters
are jumping to the wrong conclusions
about each other‘s actions and the
plot takes some odd turns indeed.

The Coens have managed to get the

Thursday, June 6

7:30 p.m.

Meeman Journalism

Lecture Hall

Memphis State

Public

Invited

 

  

best out of their four characters.
Walsh stops just short of overplaying
his part as the most despicable
sleaze—ball that one is likely to come
across. Hedaya brings an uncanny
resemblance to Richard Nixon, and
the morals to match, to the sereen
with such poise that one only has to
look at him to know that he is
disturbed. Getz and McDormand are
near perfect as the not—overly—bright
lovers.
The film is not without flaws,

however. The plot depends on some
non—communication that is a little
hard to swallow. In one scene
McDormand makes a nifty escape
that she doesn‘t seem capable of.
Nevertheless, Blood Simple is still
riveting, thrilling entertainment for
those who like mega—doses of
suspense.

Blood Simple
language and near nudity.*®

is rated R for
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Theatre Review:

"Agnes

Of God"

In . keeping with the unusual,
Circuit Playhouse is in mid—
production ‘of "Agnes of God," a play
by JohnPielmeier. — ;
Poignant and simple on the

surface, the story of Sister Agnes
(Michele Somers) quickly turns into a
battle of wills between the
participants of this touching drama.
Charged with manslaughter,

Agnes is questioned by Dr. Martha
Livingstone (Karen Mason Riss), a —
court appointed psychiatrist. Is
Agnes fit to stand trial for the
murder of her baby? Did she do it?
These questions are answered but

others are raised for which there are
no answers, not in this life anyway.
Watching over Agnes is Mother

Miriam Ruth, who is not at all happy
with the court‘s choice of doctors.
Florence Horton Leffler, as the

Mother Superior, is excellent in her
role. Her adoration of Agnes is heart
warming and her disappointment in
the troubled girl is human.
"What we have gained in logic has

been lost in faith," says Mother
Miriam. This is painfully proven
true by the end of the play.
How intricate and complex we are,

— yet how simple we want to be. "Agnes
of God" magnifies these contra—
dictions throughout the play.
Using hypnosis, the doctor probes

Agnes‘ mind, ultimately revealing
the truth. A painful encounter;
Mother Miriam doesn‘t want to face.
We find faith, ignorance, and

agnosticism battling toe to toe with
no apparent winner in the end.
The set is very attractive and

compliments the mood of the story.
Lighting is by Ramond E. Fuller
with set design by Stephen Pair.
Jerry Chipman directed this

outstanding production at Circuit
Playhouse, which will run through
June 9.*
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Gigi

In June

Lerner and Lowe‘s frothy French

musical valentine, "Gigi," comes to

the Orpheum Theatre June 11 — 16,

starring the debonair Louis Jourdan,

the lovely Betsy Palmer, and

Broadway‘s Taina Elg.

Jourdan, who charmed audiences

as the young Gaston in the 1958 MGM

film, now stars as Honore, the role

originated by Maurice Chevalier. ‘A

kaleidoscope of music and color, this

Academy—Award winning musical

features such memorable tunes as the

title song "Gigi," (which won an.

.— Oscar for Best Song), "Thank Heaven

For Little Girls," "I Remember It

Well," "The Night They Invented

Champagne," and "I‘m Glad I‘m Not

Young Anymore."

Betsy Palmer, with numerous

television, film and stage roles to her

credit, co—stars as Aunt Alicia, while

Taina Elg, fresh from the Tony

Award—winning "Nine," stars as

Mamita. Newcomers Lisa Howard

and Tom Hewitt top off the all star

line—up as the enchanting Gigi and

the young man with whom she falls in

love.

Derived from one of the best known

novels by the illustrious French

author Colette,""Gigi" is the story of a

‘ young girl trained from childhood to

catch a man...but not for marriage;

rather as an expensive "courtesan,"

as she comes from a long line of

elegant women who are not the

marrying kind. Unbeknownst to

Gigi‘s well—meaning grandmother

and aunt, this lovely young lady has

romantic plans of her own. You‘ll fall

under the spell of this lyrical tale of

growing up and falling in love in turn

of the century Paris.

Credit for this stage adaption of

"Gigi" goes to Dallett Norris,

director; Hampton King, musical

director; Kathryn Kendall, musical

staging; Dean Brown, costumes;

scenic design by Jeffrey Schneider,

lighting by Brian MacDevitt, and

special effects by Esquire Jauchem

and Gregory Meeh. For further

information ‘contact: Cayce

Blachard, 525—2121.

 

Loretta Lynn Headlines IFCO Show

The International Fan Club

Organization is proud to announce an

impressive line—up of talent for their

18th annual IFCO show held during

Fan Fair at the Tennessee State

Fairgrounds in Nashville, Friday

night, June 14th. Loretta Lynn will

headline the always eagerly—

anticipated grandstand show this

year with featured guest, Gary

Morris. The talent roster also

includes: Freddy Weller, Razzy —:

Bailey, Connie Smith, Ronny

Robbins, Judy Rodman, Darrell

Clanton; and this year, an "IFCO

Special Guest," Charley Pride. The

show will be co—hosted by Lee Arnold

of WHN Radio in New York and

Mutual Broadcasting System‘s "On

A Country Road", and Charlie

Douglas of Music Country Radio

Network and The Nashville

Network. ?

 

MEMPHIS SOUND

PRODUCTIONS |

2850 Lamb Place, Suite 4 « Memphis, TN 38118

© TEL. 901—363—3998

 

 

 

PRESENTS: —"The Writer‘s Studio"

Featuring: LINN DRUMS e POLY 61 *e PEARL

NEUMAN * YAMAHA * AKG ® JBL e DBX

APHEX *e URSA MAJOR *e TASCAM *e UREI

SOUNDCRAFT *e MCINTOSH © LEXICON

STUDER/REVOX @ and more...

For more info call The Sound Company at 90143638856.
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Entertainers and club owners

may have their bookings in the

Memphis area listed FREE by

sending their dates to the

MEMPHIS STAR prior to the 20th

of each month.

Information in this schedule is

based upon info received from

entertainers and club owners.

Refer to advertisements in THE

STAR for exact times, dates and

locations.

1 __ Saturday

Beauty & the Beats — Cheisea St. Pub

Lonely Street Duo (Jim Pinkston &
Mike Strickland) — Marlowe‘s

H20 Band — P.O. Club (Millington)

Live Comedy — Dillons

Brady & Hollye — Spike & Rail

Tony Thomas Trio — Mood Indigo

Mike Crews — After Four

"A Bad Year for Tomatoes" — Gaslight Dinner
Theatre

Tom Hackenberger — Lafeyette‘s Corner

Sweet Revenge Band — Mini Stop Lounge
(Galloway, TN)

Press/Anzelle — Antenna Club

"Agnes of God" — Circuit Playhouse

Miller Bros. Band — Millers Cave

Good Question — Bombay

The Eddie Cash Show — River City Music Hall

Tiny Bond & the Bondsman — Bad Bob‘s

Lou Roberts & the Vapor‘s Groupv- Vapor‘s

Susan Hudson & Jimmy Busby — Vapor‘s

M.V.P. — Capt. Bilbo‘s

Don McMinn & The Rum Boogie Blues Band —
Rum Boogie Cafe

K—97 Midnight Hour — Omni New Daisy

Ruby Wilson — Club Handy

2 Sunday |

Lonely Street Duo (Jim Pinkston &
Mike Strickland) — Marlowe‘s

Ben Cauley — Dillons

"A Bad Year for Tomatoes" — Gaslight Dinner
Theatre

"Agnes of God" — Circuit Playhouse

Miller Bros. Band — Millers Cave

Hot Cotton Jazz Band — Bombay

The Bluebeats — Bombay

Roy Elliot — River City Music Hall

R.T. Scott Band — Bad Bob‘s

Peaches & Co. — Omni New Daisy

3 Monday

Lonely Street Duo (Jim Pinkston &
Mike Strickland) — Chelsea Street Pub

Steve Ross — Mood Indigo

Bruce Barham — After Four

 

 

ip _ Bombay Bicucle

2120 MADISON (In Overton Square) ® 72643055
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LIVE ENTERTAINMENT ___=JUNE PREVIEW ~@0oo0p Foopm || i..SUN MON TUES _ WED THURS FRI SAT |I — 2 5 <3 l
WH GOOD QuEstION '

f l! 10—2 2 |
— e a—7 3 4 5 | 6 ; |7 8

\| not cotton JOE KEITH NZTHE B.B.‘s REBA & THE cut outs| ll BLUEBEATS SANDERS SYKES i PORTABLES h|. 9—1 8:30—11:30 | 9—12 t 941 10—2 10—2 (
) 9 4—7 10 | 11 12 13 14 15

| HOT COTTON JOE KEITH McKEE & REBA &THE — JIMMY Davis It
I BLUE Beats

|

SANDERS SYKES HAWKINS

|

pORTABLES & NEXUS| 9—1 8:30—11:30 9—12 9—12 P 9. 10—2 10—2 (
16. . 47 117 ]18 19 20 (23 21 22 |

WM Hot cotton

|

sLOAN & — KEITH R fir“; | JIllBlUEBEATS EATON SYKES THE B.B.‘S a Nexus THE RADIANTS It
f | 941 8:30—11:30 9—12 9—12 " 0941 10—2 102W _
_| || 237/30 4—7 24 25s ~ 26 27 28 29I HOT COTTON

|

SLOAN & KEITH k
EATON SYKES THE B.B‘S |. Resa & the portasLes M

BLUE BEATS ; * | *
9—1 8:30—11:30 9—12 i 9-12 10—2 10—2 %,

I
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Master Piece — Stage Stop

"Agnes of God" —

Joe Sanders — Bombay

The Eddie Cash Show — River City Music Hall

Tiny Bond & The Bondsmen — Bad Bob‘s

Don McMinn & The Rum Boogie Blues Band =
Rum Boogie Cafe

Circuit Playhouse

4 Tuesday

Lonely Street Duo (Jim Pinkston &
Mike Strickland) — Chelsea Street Pub

Cutter — Dillons

Steve Ross — Mood Indigo

Jim Karney — Circle Cafe

Sam Williams — After Four

"A Bad Year for Tomatoes" — Gaslight Dinner
Theatre

Master Piece — Stage Stop

Blues Grass Jam — Yarbrough‘s Pickin‘ Post

"Agnes of God" — Circuit Playhouse

Keith Sykes -.Bombay

The Eddie Cash Show — River City Music Hall

Tiny Bond & The Bondsmen — Bad Bob‘s

Lou Roberts & The Vapors Group/Susan
Hudson & Jimmy Busby — Vapor‘s

M.V.P. — Capt. Bilbo‘s

Don McMinn & The Rum Boogie Blues Band —
Rum Boogie Cafe

Boxing — Omni New Daisy

5 — Wednesday

Memphis Music Night with the Chicks —
Chick Stadium

Lonely Street Duo (Jim Pinkston &
Mike Strickland) — Chelsea Street Pub

Santoro & McConnell — Dillons

Steve Ross — Mood‘ Indigo

Norma Watts — After Four

Master Piece — Stage Stop

"Agnes of God" — Circuit Playhouse

Nelson String Quartet — MSU (University
Center)

Miller Bros. Band — Miller‘s Cave

The B.B.‘s — Bombay

The Eddie Cash Show — River City Music Hall

Tiny Bond & The Bondsmen — Bad Bob‘s

Lou Roberts & The Vapor‘s Group/Susan
Hudson & Jimmy Busby — Vapor‘s

M.V.P. — Capt. Bilbo‘s

Don McMinn & The Rum Boogie Blues Band —
Rum Boogie Cafe

6 f Thursday

Jimi Jamison —
Coliseum

Survivor/Bryan Adams —

Lonely Street Duo (Jim Pinkston &
Mike Strickland) — Chelsea St. Pub

Amateur Comedy Night — Dillons

Reedus — Mood Indigo

Sam Williams — After Four

Rhythm Hounds — Varsity Inn

"A Bad Year for Tomatoes" — Gaslight Dinner
Theatre

Master Piece — Stage Stop

"The Philadelphia Story" — Theatre Memphis

Eddie Butt & The Connection Band — Depot

(Covington, TN)

"Agnes of God" —

Miller Bros. Band — Miller‘s Cave

Reba & The Portables — Bombay

The Eddie Cash Show — River City Music Hall

Tiny Bond & The Bondsmen — Bad Bob‘s

Lou Roberts & The Vapor‘s Group/Susan

Hudson & Jimmy Busby — Vapor‘s

Circuit Playhouse

 

M.V.P. — Capt. Bilbo‘s

Don McMinn & The Rum Boogie Blues Band —
Rum Boogie Cafe

Ruby Wilson — Club Handy

7. : Friday

Lonely Street Duo (Jim Pinkston &

Mike Strickland) — Chelsea St. Pub

Live Comedy — Dillons

Brady & Hollye — Spike & Rail

Reedus — Mood Indigo

Tony Thomas Trio — Mood Indigo

Norma Watts — After Four

Gladys Knight & The Pips — Orpheum Theatre

"A Bad Year for Tomatoes" — Gaslight Dinner
Theatre

"The Dining Room" — Playhouse on the Square

Nite Flite — Stage Stop

Tom Hackenberger — Lafayette Corner

cont. next page
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— Strictly Business — Marlowe‘s  
Sweet Revenge Band — Mini Stop Lounge

(Galloway, TN)

"The Philadelphia Story" — Theatre Memphis

Eddie Butts & The Connection Band — Depot
(Covington, TN)

"Agnes of God" — Circuit Playhouse

yan ¢

ROCK — N — ROLL  

   

   

     

  

  

   

a See. Concert CalendaMON SAT

__

(See.Concert Calendar) Miller Bros. Band — Miller‘s Cave

The Cutouts — Bombay
CHECK IT OUT: The Eddie Cash Show — River City Music Hall

Tiny Bond & The Bondsmen — Bad Bob‘s

Lou Roberts & The Vapor‘s Group/Susan
Hudson & Jimmy Busby — Vapor‘s

MVP. — Capt. Bilbo‘s

Don McMinn & The Rum Boogie Blues Band —
Rum Boogie Cafe a

@ NEVER A COVER CHARGE!
@"~ HAPPY HOUR TIL 8 P.M.
© DRINK SPECIALS MON—THURS
@ ~FOOD SERVED TIL MIDNIGHT!

In Rockin‘ RALEIGH

2951 CELA LN.

382—1576

1 1/2 Blocks East of Austin
Peay off Stage Road next to
Skateland.

 

Ruby Wilson — Club Handy

 

8 Saturday

Lonely Street Duo (Jim Pinkston &
£ Mike Strickland) — Chelsea Street Pub

Live Comedy — Dillons

Brady & Hollye — Spike & Rail

Tony Thomas Trio — Mood Indigo

Mike Crews — After Four

 

WEDNESDAY NIGHTS———

Jim Santorc

 

   

  

& Rick
McConnell

 

S
   

    

  Dillons
Fiestaurant x Bar & Grill

5251 Winchester 795—1689
| Good Sound

For Booking Info Call 452—7827 ADVICE!
 

 

 

  

"A Bad Year for Tomatoes" — Gaslight Dinner
Theatre f

Nite Flite — Stage Stop

Tom Hackenberger — Lafayette‘s Corner

Strictly Business — Marlowe‘s __

Sweet Revenge Band — Mini Stop Lounge
(Galloway, TN)

"The Philadelphia Story" — Theatre Memphis

"The Dining Room" — Playhouse on the Square

Eddie Butts & The Connection Band — Depot
(Covington, TN)

Press — Happy Days Fest (Wynn, AR)

"Agnes of God" — Circuit Playhouse j

Miller Bros. Band — Miller‘s Cave

The Cut Outs — Bombay

Tiny Bond & The Bondsmen — Bad Bob‘s

Eddie Cash Show — River City Music:Hall

Lou Roberts & The Vapor‘s Group/Susan
Hudson & Jimmy Busby — Vapor‘s

M.V.P. — Capt. Bilbo‘s

Don McMinn & The Rum Boogie Blues Band —
Rum Boogie Cafe }

K—97 Midnight Hour — Omni New Daisy

Ruby Wilson — Club Handy

9 Sunday

H20 Band — Flannigan‘s 7

Ben Cauley — Dillons

"A Bad Year for Tomatoes" — Gaslight Dinner
Theatre

Russ Morgan Orchestra — Peabody Skyway
Room

Roscoe‘s Surprise Orchestra — Dixon Gardens

"The Philadelphia Story" — Theatre Memphis

Dan Fogelberg — Mud Island

"The Dining Room" — Playhouseonthe Square

"Agnes of God" — Circuit Playhouse _

Miller Bros. Band — Miller‘s Cave

_ Hot Cotton Jazz Band — Bombay

The Bluebeats — Bombay

Roy Elliot — River City Music Hall

R.T. Scott Band — Bad Bob‘s

Sadie Hawkins Day — Vapor‘s

Peaches & Co. — Omni New Daisy

10 Monday

Lonely Street Duo (Jim Pinkston &
Mike Strickland) — Chelsea Street Pub

Steve Ross — Mood Indigo

Bruce Barham — After Four

Good Question — Stage Stop

Joe Sanders — Bombay

Eddie Cash Show — River City Music Hall
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R.T. Scott Band — Bad Bob‘s

Don McMinn & The Rum Boogie Blues Band —
Rum Boogie Cafe

11 (s Tuesday

Lonely Street Duo (Jim Pinkston & 4
Mike Strickland) — Chelsea Street Pub

Cutter— Dillons

Steve Ross — Mood Indigo

Jim Karney — Circle Cate

Sam Williams — After Four

"A Bad Year for Tomatoes" — Gaslight Dinner
Theatre

Good Question — Stage Stop

Bluegrass Jam — Yarbrough‘s Pickin— Post

Keith Sykes — Bombay

Tiny Bond & The Bondsmen — Bad Bob‘s

Eddie Cash Show — River City Music Hall

Lou Roberts & TheVapor‘s Group/Susan
Hudson & Jimmy Busby — Vapor‘s

M.V.P. — Capt. Bilbo‘s

Don McMinn & The Rum Boogie Blues Band —
Rum Boogie Cafe

12 Wednesday

Lonely Street Duo (Jim Pinkston &
Mike Strickland) — Chelsea Street Pub

H20 Band — EM Club (Millington)

Santoro & McConnell — Dillons

Steve Ross — Mpod Indigo

Norma Watts o After Four

Good Question — Stage Stop

"The Dining Room" — Playhouse on the Square

Tom Branch Quartet — MSU (University Center)

Miller Bros. Band — Miller‘s Cave

McKee & Hawkins — Bombay

Eddie Cash Show — River City Music Hall

Tiny Bond & The Bondsmen — Bad Bob‘s

Lou Roberts & The Vapor‘s Group/Susan
Hudson & Jimmy Busby — Vapor‘s

MVP. — Capt. Bilbo‘s

Don McMinn & The Rum Boogie Blues Band —
Rum Boogie Cafe

13 . Thursday

Lonely Street Duo (Jim Pinkston &
Mike Strickland) — Chelsea St. Pub

H20 Band — EM Club (Millington)

Amateur Comedy. Night — Dillons

Joyce Cobb — Mood Indigo

Sam Williams — After Four

Lou Roberts & The Vapor‘s Group/Susan
Hudson & Jimmy Busby — Vapor‘s

M.V.P. — Capt. Bilbo‘s

Don McMinn & The Rum Boogie Blues Band —
Rum Boogie Cafe

Rhythm Hounds — Varsity Inn

"A Bad Year for Tomatoes" — Gaslight Dinner

Theatre

Avenue — Stage Stop

Rob Cassell‘s Band — Highland Crossover

"The Philadelphia Story" — Theatre Memphis

"The Dining Room" — Playhouse on the Square

Kannon — Depot (Covington, TN) 14

Miller Bros. Band — Miller‘s Cave

Reba & The Portables — Bombay

Eddie Cash Show — River City Music Hall

Tiny Bond & The Bondsmen — Bad Bob‘s

Ruby Wilson — Club Handy

Friday

Coors Contest Final — Vincent de Frank
Music Hall

cont. next page
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Lonely Street Duo (Jim Pinkston &
Mike Strickland) — Chelsea Street Pub

Live Comedy — Dillons

Brady & Hollye — Peabody (Mailard‘s)

Joyce Cobb & Hot Fun — Mood Indigo

Norma Watts — After Four

"A Bad Year for Tomatoes" — Gaslight Dinner
Theatre

Avenue — Stage Stop

Tom Hackenberger — Lafayette‘s Corner

3rd Annual Beach Week — Marlowe‘s

"The Philadelphia Story" — Theatre Memphis

The Pointer Sisters — Mud Island

"The Dining Room" — Playhouse on the Square

Kannon — Depot (Covington, TN)

Miller Bros. Band — Miller‘s Cave

Jimmy Davis & Nexus — Bombay

Eddie Cash Show ~ River City Music Hall

Tiny Bond & The Bondsmen — Bad Bob‘s

Lou Roberts & The Vapor‘s Group/Susan
Hudson & Jimmy Busby — Vapor‘s

M.V.P. — Capt. Bilbo‘s

Don McMinn & The Rum Boogie Blues Band —
Rum Boogie Cafe

Ruby Wilson — Club Handy

15 Saturday

Lonely Street Duo (Jim Pinkston &
Mike Strickland) — Chelsea Street Pub

Live Comedy — Dillons

Joyce Cobb & Hot Fun — Mood Indigo

"A Bad Year for Tomatoes" — Gaslight Dinner
Theatre

Avenue Stage Stop

Tom Hackenberger — Lafayette‘s Corner

Mike Crews — After Four

3rd Annual Beach Week — Marlowe‘s

"The Philadelphia Story" — Theatre Memphis

"The Dining Room" — Playhouse on the Square

Kannon — Depot (Covington, TN)

Miller Bros. Band — Miller‘s Cave

Jimmy Davis & Nexus — Bombay

Eddie Cash Show — River City Music Hall

Tiny Bond & The Bondsmen:— Bad Bob‘s

Lou Roberts & The Vapor‘s Group/Susan

Hudson & Jimmy Busby — Vapor‘s

M.V.P. — Capt. Bilbo‘s

Don McMinn & The Rum Boogie Blues Band —

Rum Boogie Cafe

K—97 Midnight Hour — Omni New Daisy

Ruby Wilson — Club Handy

16

Ben Cauley — Dillons

"A Bad Year for Tomatoes" — Gaslight Dinner

Theatre

3rd Annual Beach Week — Marlowe‘s

"The Philadelphia Story"

"The Dining Room" — Playhouse on the Square

Miller Bros. Band — Miller‘s Cave

Hot Cotton Jazz Band — Bombay

The Blue Beats — Bombay

Ray Elliot — River City Music Hall

R.T. Scott Band — Bad Bob‘s

Sunday

— Theatre Memphis

Peaches & Co. = Omni New Daisy

17 Monday
Lonely Street Duo (Jim Pinkston &
Mike Strickland) — Chelsea Street Pub

Steve Ross — Mood Indigo &
Private Eyes — Stage Stop
Bruce Barham — After Four
3rd Annual Beach Week — Marlowe‘s
Sloan & Eaton — Bombay
  

  

  4553 Summer
Memphis, TN.

(901) 682—3630
Open 10—6 Mon—Sat

 

 

3685 N. Watkins
Memphis, TN.
(901) 353—1232
Open 9—6 Mon—Sat

 

 

Needham Enterprises, Inc.|

MUSIC & JEWELRY
List __ Now List Now

Nakamichi 682ZX $1550 $400 Gretsch 7 Piece Rosewood $1200 $550

Cassette Deck f Drum Set

Yamaha CP—10 $695 $375 Yamaha SK—15 $895 $495

Keyboard Keyboard f

Ludwig 4 Piece Blue $695 $250 Randall 4 Channel $1195 $549

Drum Set PA w/Cabinets

Available At Summer Avenue Store Only   

     

  

  

 

"All Items Subject To Prior Sale"

& MONEY TO LOAN @

CAMERAS * BAND INSTRUMENTS e TOOLS e VIDEO EQUIPMENT e STEREOS
TAPE DECKS * BINOCULARS e GUNS e AMMO e GUITARS e TYPEWRITERS e JEWELRY

LAWN MOWERS e DIVING GEAR e MOTORCYCLES

"We Loan On Anything Of Value"

e Te Te Te Ye Te Ye Ye Ye Ye Ye Ye Ye Ye Ye Ye Te
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YeJe Je Je Te Je Je Je Je Je Je JP JP J2

)

"Free Layaways"
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R.T. Scott Band — Bad Bob‘s

Eddie Cash Show — River City Music Hall

Don McMinn & The Rum Boogie Blues Band —
Rum Boogie Cafe

18 Tuesday

Lonely Street Duo (Jim Pinkston &
Mike Strickland) — Chelsea Street Pub

Cutter — Dillons

Steve Ross — Mood Indigo

Jim Karney — Circle Cafe

"A Bad Year for Tomatoes" — Gaslight Dinner
Theatre

Private Eyes — Stage Stop

Sam Williams — After Four

3rd Annual Beach Week — Marlowe‘s

Bluegrass Jazz — Yarbrough‘s Pickin‘ Post

Keith Sykes — Bombay

Eddie Cash Show — River City Music Hall

Tiny Bond & The Bondsmen — Bad Bob‘s

Lou Roberts & The Vapor‘s Group/Susan
Hudson & Jimmy Busby — Vapor‘s

M.V.P. — Capt. Bilbo‘s

Don McMinn & The Rum Boogie Blues Band=
Rum Boogie Cafe

19 Wednesday

Santoro & McConnell — Dillons

Steve Ross — Mood Indigo

Private Eyes — Stage Stop

Norma Watts — After Four

3rd Annual Beach Week — Marlowe‘s

"The Dining Roorn" = Playhouse on the Square

Fontaine Trio — MSU (University Center)

Miller Bros. Band — Miller‘s Cave

The B.B.‘s — Bombay

Eddie Cash Show — River City Music Hall

Tiny Bond & The Bondsmen — Bad Bob‘s

Lou Roberts & The Vapor‘s Group/Susan

Hudson & Jimmy Busby — Vapors

MVP. — Capt. Bilbo‘s

Don McMinn & The Rum Boogie Blues Band —
Rum Boogie Cafe

20 Thursday

Lonely Street Duo (Jim Pinkston &

Mike Strickland) Chelsea§treei Pub

Amateur $90“ Ditto is _

Brady & mHastmgsPlace (Jeofionflm

Joyce Cobb — Mood Indigo

Reedus — Mood Indigo

Rhythm Hounds — Varsity Inn

"A Bad Year for Tomatoes" — Gaslight Dinner
Theatre

  

Private Eyes — Stage Stop

"Amen Comer" — Circuit Playhouse

Sam Williams — After Four

3rd Annual Beach Week —

"The Philadelphia Story"

"The Dining Room" — Playhouse on the Square

Marlowe‘s

— Theatre Memphis

Tennessee Sour Mash — Depot (Covington, TN)

Miller Bros. Band — Miller‘s Cave

Jimmy Davis & Nexus — Bombay

Tiny Bond & The Bondsmen — Bad Bob‘s

Eddie Cash Show — River City Music Hall

Lou Roberts & The Vapor‘s Group/Susan
Hudson & Jimmy Busby — Vapor‘s

M.V.P. — Capt. Bilbo‘s

Don McMinn & The Rum Boogie Blues Band —
Rum Boogie Cafe

Ruby Wilson — ClubHandy

21 Friday

Lonely Street Duo (Jim Pinkston &
Mike Strickland) — Chelsea Street Pub

Live Comedy — Dillons

Tony Thomas Trio — Mood Indigo

cont. next page

NEW ON BEALE

Memphis Bluesman

auth

i

hes

ExposeYourself

~ To TheBlues

CHK

DON McMINN

and his

Rum Boogie Blues Band

(i6~.

8 p.m. — Midnight — Tues. — Thurs.

9 p.m. = | am, = Fri~& Sat.

Food Happy

Hour

Mon. — Fri.

72 price on all entrees

4 pm. — 6:30 pm.

 

Open for lunch
 

{.CODDS

mootidigo
525—4101

Tony Thomas Trio

May 31, June 1, 7, 8, 28, 29
9:30.p.m. — 1:30 a.m.

Redus:

June 6, 7
4:00 — 7:00 p.m.

Jazz Piano with Steve Ross, Mon. — Wed., 4 p.m. —
Joyce Cobb & Memphis Jazz, Thurs. & Fri.,

147 Beale

unch Daily
11 a.m. — 2 p.m.

Dinner
Mon. — Sat.

Light Appetizers
Sandwiches

_ Salads
Desserts  

7 p.m.
4 p.m. — 7 p.m.

 
JOYCE COBB & HOT FUN, Fri. & Sat., 9:30 p.m. — 1:30 a.m.
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Reedus — Mood Indigo

Joyce Cobb — Mood Indigo

"A Bad Year for Tomatoes" — Gaslight Dinner
Theatre

Private Eyes — Stage Stop

"Amen Comer" — Circuit Playhouse

Norma Watts — After Four

3rd Annual Beach Week — Marlowe‘s

"The Philadelphia Story" — Theatre Memphis

"The Dining Room" — Playhouse on the Square

Tennessee Sour Mash — Depot (Covington, TN)

Miller Bros. Band — Miller‘s Cave

The Radiants — Bombay

Eddie Cash Show — River City Music Hall

Tiny Bond & The Bondsmen — Bad Bob‘s

Lou Roberts & The Vapor‘s Group/Susan
Hudson & Jimmy Busby — Vapor‘s

M.V.P. — Capt. Bilbo‘s

Don McMinn & The Rum Boogie Blues Band —
Rum Boogie Cafe ;

Jay Leno/Yakou Smirnoft/Larry Miller —
Mud Island

22 — Saturday

Lonely Street Duo (Jim Pinkston &
Mike Strickland) — Chelsea Street Pub

 

 

 

 

 
 

ine. The

CJ Downtown

C SFM} Gathering
the gathering place! Place

VE

ENTERTAINMENT

(See Concert

Calender)

MID AMERICA MALL a

Monday—Thursday

”15" 7:00 — 11:00 p.m.

£
8 COURT Frida

a j Y

> 53,53? 9:30 — 2:00 a.m.

Saturday
9:00 ° 1 a.m.

     
SECOND
 

111 COURT SQUARE
527—5757

(FACING THE PARK)

Kitchen Never

Closes!
   

HAPPY HOUR — All Night Mondays

PLUS Tuesday through Saturday (4 pm

til Spm) AND Fridays (11 pm til 3 am.)

Planning a Party or Banquet? Call
Mike or Janice to help you create the
best celebration ever for 20 — 260

people. 527—5757
 
frau

 

Live Comedy — Dillons

Tony Thomas Trio — Mood Indigo

"A Bad Year for Tomatoes" — Gaslight Dinner
Theatre

Private Eyes — Stage Stop

"Amen Comer" — Circuit Playhouse

5 Mike Crews — After Four

3rd Annual Beach Week — Marlowe‘s

"The Philadelphia Story" — Theatre Memphis

"The Dining Room" — Playhouse on the Square

Tennessee Sour Mash — Depot (Covington, TN)

Gene Rush Trio — MSU (University Center)

Joan Baez — Mud Island

Miller Bros. Band — Miller‘s Cave

The Radiants — Bombay

Eddie Cash Show — River City Music Hall

Tiny Bond & The Bondsmen — Bad Bob‘s

Lou Roberts & The Vapor‘s Group/Susan
Hudson & Jimmy Busby — Vapor‘s

M.V.P. — Capt. Bilbo‘s

Don McMinn & The Rum Boogie Blues Bani! =
Rum Boogie Cafe

Ruby Wilson — Club Handy

Black Artists‘ Alliance — Omni New Daisy

K—97 Midnight Hour — Omni New Daisy

23 Sunday
?

First Party of the Summer — McCarver stadium

Ben Cauley — Dillons

"A Bad Year for Tomatoes" — Gaslight Dinner
Theatre

"Amen Corner" — Circuit Playhouse

3rd Annual Beach Week — Marlowe‘s

"The Philadelphia Story" — Theatre Memphis

"The Dining Room" — Playhouse on the Square

. Beach Boys — Mud Island

Miller Bros. Band — Miller‘s Cave

Hot Cotton Jazz Band — Bombay

The Blue Beats — Bombay

Roy Elliot — River City Music Hall

R.T. Scott Band — Bad Bob‘s

Peaches & Co. — Omni New Daisy

24 Monday

DeMoore & Marx — ChelseaStreet Pub

Steve Ross — Mood Indigo

j Mercenary — Stage Stop

Bruce Barham — After Four

Sloan & Eaton — Bombay

Eddie Cash Show — River City Music Hall

R.T. Scott B and — Bad Bob‘s _

Don McMinn & The Rum Boogie Blues Band —

Rum Boogie Cafe

25 Tuesday

DeMoore & Marx — Chelsea Street Pub

Cutter — Dillons

Steve Ross — Mood Indigo

Jim Karney — Circle Cafe

"A Bad Year for Tomatoes" — Gaslight Dinner

Theatre

Mercenary — Stage Stop

Sam Williams — After Four

Amy Grant/Philip Bailey — Mud Island

Bluegrass Jam — Yarbrough‘s Pickin‘ Post

Keith Sykes — Bombay

Eddie Cash Show — River City Music Hall

Tiny Bond & The Bondsmen — Bad Bob‘s

Lou Roberts & The Vapor‘s Group/Susan
Hudson & Jimmy Busby — Vapor‘s

M.V.P. — Capt. Bilbo‘s

Don McMinn & The Rum Boogie Blues Band —
Rum Boogie Cafe

26 Wednesday

DeMoore & Marx — Chelsea Street Pub

Lonely Street Duo (Jim Pinkston &
Mike Strickland) — Best Western (Oxford, MS)

~. Santoro & McConnell — Dillons

Steve Ross — Mood Indigo

Mercenary — Stage Stop

Norma Watts — After Four

"The Dining Room" — Playhouse on the Square

Miller Bros. Band — Miller‘s Cave

The B.B.‘s — Bombay

Eddie Cash Show — River City Music Hall

Tiny Bond & The Bondsmen — Bad Bob‘s

Lou Roberts & The Vapor‘s Group/Susan
Hudson & Jimmy Busby — Vapor‘s

MNV.P. — Capt. Bilbo‘s

Don McMinn & The Rum Boogie Blues Band —
Rum Boogie Cafe

27 Thursday

DeMoore & Marx — Chelsea Street Pub

Lonely Street Duo (Jim Pinkston & __
Mike Strickland) — Best Western (Oxford, MS)

Amateur Comedy Night — Dillons

Joyce Cobb — Mood Indigo

Rhythm Hounds — Varsity Inn

"A Bad Year for Tomatoes" — Gaslight Dinner
Theatre

Mercenary — Stage Stop

Sam Williams — After Four

"The Dining Room" — Playhouse on the Square

Kannon — Depot (Covington, TN)

Miller Bros. Band — Miller‘s Cave

Jimmy Davis & Nexus — Bombay
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Eddie Cash Show — River City Music Hall

Tiny Bond & The Bondsmen — Bad Bob‘s

Lou Roberts & The Vapor‘s Group/Susan
Hudson & Jimmy Busby — Vapor‘s

M.V.P. — Capt. Bilbo‘s

Don McMinn & The Rum Boogie Blues Band —
Rum Boogie Cafe

Ruby Wilson — Club Handy

28 Friday

DeMoore & Marx — Chelsea Street Pub

Lonely Street Duo (Jim Pinkston & Mike
Strickland) — Best Western (Oxford, MS)

Live Comedy — Dillon‘s

Joyce Cobb — Mood Indigo

Tony Thomas Trio — Mood Indigo

"A Bad Year for Tomatoes"— Gaslight Dinner
Theatre

Mercenary — Stage Stop

"Amen Corner" — Circuit Playhouse

Norma Watts — After Four .

Sam Williams — Marlowe‘s

"The Dining Room" — Playhouse on the Square

Kannon — Depot (Covington, TN)

Miller Bros. Band — Miller‘s Cave

Reba and the Portables — Bombay

Eddie Cash Show — River City Music Hall

Tiny Bond and the Bondsmen — Bad Bob‘s

Lou Roberts & the Vapor‘s Group/Susan
Hudson & Jimmy Busby — Vapor‘s

M.V.P. — Capt. Bilbo‘s

Don McMinn & the Rum Boogie Blues Band —
Rum Boogie Cafe

Ruby Wilson — Club Handy

29 Saturday

DeMoore & Marx — Chelsea Street Pub

Lonely Street Duo (Jim Pinkston & Mike —
Strickland) — Best Western (Oxford,
MS)

Live Comedy — Dillon‘s

Tony Thomas Trio — Mood Indigo

"A Bad Year for Tomatoes" — Gaslight Dinner
Theatre

Mercenary — Stage Stop

"Amen Corner" — Circuit Playhouse

Mike Crews — After Four _,

Sam Williams — Marlowes

"The Dining Room".— Playhouse on the Square

Kannon — Depot (Covington, TN)

Miller Bros. Band — Miller‘s Cave

Reba & the Portable — Bombay

Eddie Cash Show — River City Music Hall

Tiny Bond & the Bondsmen — Bad Bob‘s

Lou Roberts & the Vapor‘s Group/Susan
Hudson & Jimmy Busby — Vapor‘s

 

Bluebeats — Bombay

Roy Elloit — River City Music Hall

R.T. Scott Band — Bad Bob‘s

Peaches & Co. — Omni New Daisy

It Pays

to

. Advertise in

| The

Memphis Star

The Difference is We‘ll Talk To You!

MVP. — Capt. Bilbo‘s >

Don McMinn & the Rum Boogie Blues Band —
Rum Boogie Cafe

K—97 Midnight Hour — Omni New Daisy

Ruby Wilson — Club Handy ?

30 Sunday

Ben Cauley — Dillon‘s

"A Bad Year for Tomatoes" — Gaslight Dinner
Theatre >

"Amen Corner" — Circuit Playhouse

Miller Bros. Band — Miller Cave

Hot Cotton Jazz Band — Bombay

 

This Guy Got Into The Act

By Joining The Amro Musicians Association

You Could Tool

Come By For Details!
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Guess Who‘s Coming

To Town?

No. They don‘t sell

Insurance or

Used Cars.

The answer is in the

Concert Calendar
  
 

60

GRAPHIG

WITH OUR

PROMOTIONAL SUPPLIES

{An

2eniert

ART CENTER SUPPLY STORE

1636 UNION AVE MEMPHIS. TN. 38104
(901) 276—6321 274—0952 _

   

Consistently

Fine Food

Premium Liquors

and Honest People...

4381 Elvis Presley Blvd.

Memphis, Tennessee 38116

(901) 332—4159

 
 

    

    

 

 

Nashville, TN, May 21, 1985 —— BMI
Vice President Roger Sovine and

BMI‘s Phil Graham visited Bryan
Adams during his recent appearance
in Nashville as part of his latest
concert tour. Also visiting were

 

David Conrad and Lance Freed, both
of Almo Irving Music Publishing .
which publishes Adams‘ music.

Pictured here are: (l—r) David
Conrad; Roger Sovine; Phil Graham;
Bryan Adams; and Lance Freed.
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Government No Business In ShowBusiness

Last month we ran an interview
with Martha Ellen Maxwell,
Executive Director of the Film, Tape
and Music Commission. The subject
was the role of government in the

development of Memphis music.
This month we talked with Joe
Savarin,

director of the Blues Foundation.

Savarin offers another look at the
same subject.

Canadian—born Savarin is
unrivaled as Memphis‘ most
enthusiastic proponent of blues

music. Savarin started the Blues

Foundation in 1980. The 501—C3

organization operates from Joe‘s

home and is staffed by a number of

dedicated Memphians who share

Savarin‘s dream of establishing

Memphis as the Undisputed Home of

the Blues.

In addition to the Blues
Foundation is the National Blues
Connection, a supportgroup with two
chapters — one in Memphis and
another in Little Rock. Savarin says

‘the Blues Connection has a
membership of almost a thousand
"from Maine to California."

MS: What is your philosophy

regarding | government funding of
music? ,

JS: Certainly we want the
government to be supportive of all

music organizations but to have an

organization such as the Film, Tape

and Music Commission that‘s little

more than a political organization is

kind of hard to swallow: You have to

consider that everything they want to

do is already being done by existing

organizations that have been

struggling for years in this

community. The commission is just

.not representative.

same handful of people doing all the
decision making. They‘re making

decisions that affect a lot of people,

and the entire music community is

just not getting full representation.

MS: What prevents someone like you
or your organization from soliciting
governmentfunds independent of any
other boards or commissions?

JS:; We‘ve attempted this on several
occasions, always on a voluntary

basis. Of course, we have no money.
What happened with Memphis in

founder and executive.

I‘m seeing the —

 

"Gatemouth" Brown and Joe Savarin

May was that they were able to

provide the leadership and whatever

to go to the government and get

support. From that seed money they

were able to grow. We just haven‘t

had those resources.

MS: Do you know how you might be

able to get support of that sort?

JS: I guess we‘re just going to have to
get it on our own...of course we
always welcome any support from

anywhere. We‘re into our sixth year

now. We‘ve survived and managed to

accomplish what we have on a

national level without any major
support from the city or state

government. So I guess we‘ll just go
on our way until somebody feels we‘re

deserving.

MS: You said government has no
business in show business: What
exactly do you mean by that?

JS: Government should support.

music organizations but not just their

"pet" organizations or what happens

to be "in" that year. But otherwise

government should get out of the

entertainment business and leave

that to the experts. Private

enterprise should be more involved —

and this is not taking away from the

non—profit organizations that are

doing a great job in the community.
But unfortunately unless you fall into
one of the elite groups you‘re not

supported. This is very obvious and I
think it creates a lot of animosity.

You know the government owns and
controls most of our entertainment

facilities here in Memphis, and that
is a terrible thing that‘s happened.

MS: But private enterprise. is
involved with some of these facilities.

JS: Well, you‘re back to the elitist
situation. The government, the
current administration, makes a
sweetheart deal with their favorite

organizations and that stifles private

enterprise. It also stifles the existing

organizations who have struggled for
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years to keep what they‘ve been doing

alive in the music field. The

government needs to start looking at

the business of running the city and

leave these other things alone.

MS: How do you think the government

got involved in the business in thefirst
place?

JS:; Well, I think what happened is a
couple of shrewd fellows within

the government said ‘look, we can get
grants to do this‘ and consequently

many cities have obtained grants to

do things in the music world. Let me

give you an example. From our city
came the Center City Commission. —
They‘ve been doing things in music

for years. Well, what we‘re saying is
this: The Center City Commission

should not do these things all by

themselves. ‘They should turn to the

professionals in this city, and to the

music organizations rather than

playing God, instead of saying ‘this is
what we‘re going to do and you‘re
going to like it!" In other words they

have not created any good will with

musicians in this city.

MS: Can you cite any specific

examples of mismanagement?

JS: No, I don‘t think so. I just think

people who are sitting and making

these decisions aren‘t making their
living in entertainment.

paid city employees. Now you go talk
to someone who produces records or

runs a talent agency. You‘ll find out

very quickly musicians can‘t make a

living in this city. People who make
the decisions concerning what

happens in music don‘t make their

living at it, when they make a

mistake they‘re not the ones suffering

from it. Those of us who are involved

on a daily basis trying to scratch out a

living for the performers, we‘re the

ones, and the performers, who suffer

the consequences. It all goes back to
the fact that our city leadership does
not give proper recognition to the
existing music organizations in this
city. When the Music Commission
was started for example, not one
person from any of the existing music
organizations was invited to
participate. € 4

MS: Are there any examples of local
boards or commissions that are
helping groups like yours?

JS: At the moment we‘ve got

Innovisions with the Arts Council.

But there‘s so much more that should
be done, the Arts Council should have

They‘re _

representation in the areas of rock ‘n‘

roll, blues, jazz, ete. Most of all their

dollars go to opera and symphony.

Now I‘m not saying they don‘t

deserve support but there are other
types of music.

MS: Maybe these organizations have

more "lobbyists" working for their

interest.

JS: No, it‘s not that at all. The fact is,

we need to have a community that‘s

alert to its various types of music.

The only true art form we have is the

blues. But no, they will not recognize

that. Not every city has what we

have. We are it! We‘re the biggest

and best city associated with an

original art form. And y‘all hear
politicians say ‘the blues? Oh, yes!‘

And they‘ll use it to their advantage,

but what have they done for the

blues? Where would Nashville be

without «country music? New

Orleans without jazz? New York

without Broadway? Other cities have
said ‘look, this music is an asset!‘

Let‘s use our assets. We‘re the home
of the.blues.

MS: So where do you go from here?

JS: We just keep going. The blues,
the art form will never die. It‘s very
meaningful, very American. We‘re
not saying everybody‘s got to like it,
but everybody should know about it.
And we should be proud we have it.
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NARAS Notes
 by Michael Harrington Doyou work in the music industry?Are youa musician, a producer, anengineer, a songwriter? Have youworked on Grammy caliber records. which have been commerciallyreleased? If the answer is yes, thenthis new column is for you. Let meintroduce you to the NationalAcademy of Recording Arts andSciences (NARAS).NARAS is the organization thatthe GrammysFebruary. The Academy wasorganized in 1957 by recordingartists, composers and technicians toadvance the arts and sciences ofrecording and to foster creativeleadership for artistic, cultural,educational and technical progresson recordings. Today there are sevenchapters throughout the UnitedStates. Members within the chaptersnominate and. vote each year onrecordings in 69 categories

each.

representing all areas of recorded
music.

NARAS has four other awards

presented each year. The Hall of
Fame Awards, established in 1973,
honors recordings of lasting,
historical or qualitative achieve—
ments that were released before the
inception of the Grammy Awards in
1958. Each year a special 90—
member committee elects a limited
number of recordings into the Hall of
Fame. The Trustees Awards
recognize outstanding contributions —
to the recording field that they do not
fall within the framework of any
particular Grammy Awards
category. The Lifetime Achievement
Awards honor performers whose
achievements within the recording
field over a period ofmany years have
been deemed exceptional The
Governors Award is given by the
local chapter to honor outstanding
contributions to the recording arts
and sciences in their chapter.

 

If You‘re Part of the Recording Industry. . .

You Should Be Part of the Recording Academy.

 

Membership Information

The Memphis Chapter has over 200
members and its geographic area —
extends from west Tennessee to
Texas and Oklahoma. Anyone with
an interest in the advancement of
music can join. There are two classes
of membership. The Active (voting)
membership is for those who have
credits on at least six singles, or six
album tracks or an extra long play
side of an album of at least 16
minutes. All must be commercially
released. Art directors,. photo—
graphers, artists, designers,
annotators and literary editors can
also qualify if they have credits on at
least six commercially released
albums. Those who have recorded a
spoken word album (comedy,
documentary, educational, child—
rens, drama, etc.) can also become a
voting member. For those who do not
qualify as "active" can still become a
non—voting Associate Member. The
fringe benefits are many and
prestigious.

If you are not a member, and are
interested, complete and mail the
inquiry below to receive an
application for membership. The
Board of Governors of the Memphis
Chapter meets the first Tuesday of
every month in the fifth floor
conference room of the Media.
General Broadcast Services building
at 2714 Union Ext. at Poplar. The

—

to all of us who are members of the | please send me more information about joining 1
National Academy of Recording — I The Recording Academy.
Arts & Sciences, and we extend a 1

The Grammy® means a great deal meetings start at 5:30 p.m. Members
and guests are welcome.
 

 

 

 

warm invitation to qualified | Name f j |

individuals involved in the arts and J Address Mlke‘ Green EIeCted

sciences of recording to join us. | New NARAS f

Active (voting) Members may ; City A

nominate and vote ‘in the. I gig, zip President
 

Grammy® Awards and in many of

their local chapters‘ functions. I1

They and Associate (non—voting) !

Members participate in the various I
Recording Academy activities l
throughout the year on the local
and national levels.

Burbank, CA — May 20, 1985 —

National Trustee and former

president of the Atlanta Chapter,

Mike Greene, is the new National

President of the Recording Academy

(NARAS), succeeding Mike Melvoin,

National Academy of

Recording Arts and Sciences

- P.O. Box 41072
Memphis, TN 38174—1072
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For more intorrnatlon, _______________ who had served a maximum of two

fill in and return ~ one—year terms.

the coupon. During their three day meeting
last weekend in Tucson, Arizona, the
Trustees from the Academy‘s seven
chapters, in addition to electing the

©naras
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35 year old Greene, youngest

National President in the Academy‘s

history, picked Eddie Lambert and

Marilyn Baker as first Vice

President and Secretary/Treasurer

respectively; added two new

Grammy Award categories, Best

New Classical Artist and Best Polka

Recording, approved a referendum

that would permit membership for

Artists, Directors and Line

Producers of Music Videos;

reassigned the nominations of Jazz

recordings and music videos from

special committees to the entire

— voting membership, and agreed to

include even. more chapter

representatives on National

Grammy Awards Screening

Committees. ,

~ Regarding the Academy‘s

television activities, the Trustees

discussed plans for the 1986 Grammy

Awards show and approved a five

year contract with executive

producer Pierre Cossette as well as

last January‘s recommendation of

the Academy‘s television committee

calling for a special Jazz segment on

next year‘s show. The Trustees

discussed plans for other TV

programs, including one built

around the Academy‘s Lifetime
Achievement Award, and also

ballotted for next year‘s possible
winners of that Award as well as the

Trustees Award, results of which
will be announced at a future date.

Newly elected President Greene is

a recording artist, producer,

composer and arranger, co—founder —

of the Video Music Channel and

executive producer of Atlanta‘s

Crawford Communications, a large

company involved in audio and video

production and video discs. He

emphasizes after his election that his.

two major priorities would be

education and communicating with

people both inside and outside the

Academy and re—emphasizing the

credibility of the Grammy Awards.

"I think it is very important," noted

Greene, who is also project

coordinator of the NARAS

Foundation‘s Museum of Recording

Arts and Sciences, "that the

Academy remain aware of its need to

act rather than to react regarding
continuing ‘changes in the field of
recording and its related activities."
His plans call for even greater

direct contact with all of the

chapters, each of which heexpects to

visit shortly. "I am deeply committed

to the chapter system," he added,
. "which for me is the perfect way of—
interacting with our membership. I
also plan to investigate, as soon as
possible, a potential for expansion of
the Academy in the United Kingdom,
Japan and other international
markets."

During the meeting the Trustees

approved reports from each of the

chapters, as well as from outgoing

president Melvoin on —National

activities, on National finances from

outgoing Secretary/Treasurer Jules

Chailin, and from Bill Ivey, president
of the NARAS Foundation.

The Trustees also discussed the
possibility of creating the position of

a paid president (all National officers
and Trustees serve as volunteers),
and approved a budget for the
coming fiscal period that would
permit numerous additional
expenditures, including funds for
various committees as well as for a
second National Trustees Meeting to

be held in early September.

Local NARAS president Richard
Ranta, Executive Director Deborah
Camp, and former president Joe
Dixon attended the meeting.

  

Gaslight Dinner Theatre Presents:"A Bad Year For Tomatoes"

Opening May 30 and playing to

June 30, Gaslight Dinner Theatre

(1110 E. Brooks Rd.. Memphis)

proudly presents A Bad Year for
Tomatoes, a delightful comedy by

John Patrick, the author of
Everybody Loves Opal.

Famous film and television actress

Myra Marlowe (played by Linda
Childress, "Miss Hannigan" in
Gaslight‘s Annie two years ago)

leases a house in the tiny town of

Beaver Haven to get some peace and

quiet so that she can write her

autobiography. Predictably, of

course, she gets neither peace nor

quiet. She does get three busybody

neighbors (played by Cynthia Moore

Bowie, Janie Paris, and Mary

Yeargin) who constantly invade her

life to gossip, meddle, and whine, and

to tell her to beware of a misfit named

Piney, a mountain man, who sells

manure and traps skunks. ("He

smells bad, too," they tell her.) To

scare off these pesky intruders Myra

dons a disguise and pretends to be her

own crazy homicidal sister, Sadie.

The ruse works until Piney (played

by John McCormack) shows up and _

falls head over heels for "Sadie."

From there the story takes many

hilarious twists and turns including

suspected murder and a traveling

evangelist. Also cast in the comedy

are Eddie Powers as Myra‘s long—

time agent and friend, and Paul

Lormand as Beaver Haven‘s long—
suffering sheriff.

The production has been designed

and directed by Gaslight‘s Artistic

Director Joey Butler. Technical

Director and Stage Manager for the —
play is Allan Harris.

Performances will be presented

Tuesday and Thursday through

Sunday evenings with show—only

matinees on June 5, 12, 19, and 26.

Ticket.prices are $16 (plus tax) per

person ($9.50 plus tax for children 12

and under) for dinner and a show.

Group rates are available for 12 or
— more.

The Gaslight is located just west of

Elvis Presley Blvd. Further

information and reservations may be

obtained by calling the theatre at
(901) 396—7474.

 

For advertising rates

~call the Igemphis Star
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CORRECTION
On last month‘s AMRO music ad we

printed an incorrect price. The
correct price for the Mirage®
Keyboard by Ensoni is $1,695."°. We
regret any inconvenience this error
may have caused.
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MEMPHISSTARClassifiedsare

inexpensiveandeffective.To

placeaclassifiedadstopbyour

officeat643SouthHighlandor

sendyouradonplainpaperto

The;MEMPHISSTAR,643South

Highland,~Memphis,TN38111.

Costisonly15¢aword.Checkor

money,ordermustaccompany

youradandwemustreceiveitby

the22nd:ofthemonthtoassure
.insertion

HELPWANTED

Wanted:Keyboardplayer,mustsing,be
versatileandown‘iequipment..Havestudio
andclubwork,experience.363—5410.

 

Wanted:LeadGuitaristforworkingband.

Original,Top40,Pop.Rock.Jeff,(901)

767—3876orJames(901)458—1849.1/1/6785

©Vocalistto"Progresswe605—80sRock
Serious band.Experiencenecessary.

inquiresonly.Call377—7666.

 

 

Musicalelectronictechnicianneeded.
Call327—0964.1/1/6/85.

 

HelpWanted:.«Establishednailsalon
needsresponsiblelicensedcosmetologist
toworkfulltime.Weprefertotrain.Some
experiencepreferable.Sendresumeto
Ms.Cole2757.—10AS..Mendenhall,
Memphis,TN88115.i1/6/85

 

NeedHelp:Songwriter/guitarist/vocalist
seeksversatilemusicians/vocaliststoplay
OriginalMusicandseewhatdevelops.|
hayerehearsalstudio.CallDan:278—6340
or274—5385.(Rock/Pop/Latino/etc.)
1/1/6785Fits

 

Wanted:Ekperiencedbassplayerfor
giggingband..R&Bandqontem
non—top40..CallJ.P.Jones:ht5243201
$$$can.bemadenow!
 

  

 

 

InterestedinwritingfortheMemphis
Star?CallUsat452—7827.

NeedaJob?Haveyourresumeprofes—
sionallytypesetataveryreasonableprice.
Call452—7827formoreinformation.

SetProps,BackDrops,etc.

 

AccountRepresentativeneededforthe
MemphisStar.Experienceprefered.Top

commissions,expenseallowance.,Send
resumetothispublicationc/oSales
Manager.Nophonecallsplease.

 

FORSALE

GuildSixStringacousticguitarwithcase.
Mustsacrificeonly$325.CallSteveor
Lisaat452—7827.(Leavemessage)

 

YahahaMT44fourtrackcassetterecorder
withDolbyB/C.Onlyoneyearold.:$850.
CallMichaelEnright,685—5445after5p.m.
‘Serious.inqumesonly.

 
12String"Firebird"Gibson(‘66or67).
Completelyrestored.
$975.795—4026.

Hardshellcase.

 

1966FenderJaguarw/tremolobar.Hard-j
shellcase.$400:795—4026.
 

Rhodes73MarkIStagePiano$375.00or
bestoffer..Call(901)767—0126.

GuitarLessonstaughtbyexpertteacher
LloydRainey.Callusfordetails,The
MusitronatAmro.323—8888.1123/85.

 

INNOVATIVEDESIGN
Custom

furniture,artdeco,customrefinishing,
lacquer,plasticlaminates.
WHEREIMAGINATIONBECOMES
REALITY.327—1114
 

LearntoplayGuitar(anystyle)atHoward
VanceGuitarAcademy,aschool,nota
musicstore.EastMemphislocation.Call
767—6940.weiss.

 

ForRent:RehersalRoomforBand.$150.
permonth.CallJimat278—4613nights;
795—7561Days1/1/3785.

 

 

Bassoon.FoxRenard—exc.cond.$2,500.
CallKathyat454—2350..
 

KorgPolySixwithflightcase.Roland
SRE555SpaceEcho.365—7397.
 

SERVICES

Models—Actors.
includes:

Acompleteportfolio
Color&black/whiteportraits,

—studioandlocationposes.Foronly$99.00
64Calltodayforan‘‘appointment.‘Portraits.

‘byMarilyn,2224,Central,MemphisTN
(901)728—6377R

 fritfils"om

typesettingandgraphicartsproblems
Quik|StarGraphicscan|solveyour

Typesetting.LayOut,Design.Doingan
L.P.?‘Letuscreateyourcover.Call(901)

—452—7827.|
 

WANTS&NEEDS

MUSICIANSAVAILABLE

Exp.Malevoc.top40,R&B,withstrong
stagepresence,wantstosing.Existing
groupornewlyformedbando.k.Call
ShawnClary(901)767—5247.114/85.
 

ExperiencedLyricist,allstyles,seeking
collaboratororbandneedingmaterial.
TerryBush685—1089..11/6/85.

 

BORDERLINEisthegrouptocallforEasy
Rock,LightCountryandMOR,playing
thebestofthe50‘s,60‘sand70‘s.CallJim
at794—5780.j

MEMPHISMUSIC!BillBiack‘sComboor
TheAndyChildsBand.Availablefor
privateparties.(901)362—9000
 

MemphisMusic
FAMILYNIGHT

AtTimMcCarverStatium
MemphisChicksvsHuntsville—
Wednesday,June5,1985—7:15p.rn.

(Ineventofpostponement,gameofJune12,1985)
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orperYOUR TICKETSNOW

.*.82 @05=7469
Fri. June 7 — Orlando 7:00 p.m.

Sat. June 15 — Jacksonville 7:00 p.m.
Sat. June 22 — Arizona 7:00 p.m.
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Nakamichi has the reputation of creat—

ing the finest mobile sound compo—

nents in the world. You may think

they‘re very expensive. We can show

you that they‘re not!

. The TD—500 Mobile Tuner/Cassette

Deck is competitively priced yet it out—

performs other front ends by a wide

margin. One reason is its innovative

azimuth control which aligns the head

with each recording so every tape

sounds as bright and clear in your car

— as at home. Response extends from 20

Hz to 21 kHz. +3 dB—performance

ordinary car decks cannot match.

 

Whichever Nakamichi Mobile Sound

System you choose—from the most

expensive to the least—you can be

assured that you‘ve invested wisely for

the name Nakamichi is synonymous

with the finest in music reproduction.

Invest in the best. Come in and see the

complete Nakamichi Mobile Sound line

—Tuner/Cassette Decks, Power Ampli—

fiers, Speakers and accessories. As an

authorized Nakamichi Mobile Sound

Dealer, we are specially equipped and

trained to answer your questions and

help you select the ideal Mobile Sound

System for your automobile.

FBRrnakamichi

modern music AUDIO

788 E. Brookhaven Cir

Memphis, TN 38117

(901) 682—6557

 

 

 


